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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

In our studies of on-line information retrieval systems

over the last five years, we have constantly had in mind the

situation which we expect will prevail at the end of this

decade when most scientists, engineers, doctors, lawyers, etc.

have beside their desks simple and flexible computer terminals

linked to a local computer and through this local computer

to a data and computer network beyond. They will use the

computer terminal everyday for either calculations or

information, or both. It may be that most of the time the

information they store and retrieve will be in a small

personalised data bank on their local computer, but they

will also be able to interrogate other data banks using a

special data network or using the telephone network. We

take the view that the cost of computing, data storage and

transmission combined can be lower than the cost of

maintaining the data, provided that the software controlling

the information systems is efficient and well designed.

Because the computing and transmission costs will be law

and because the biggest cost will be the maintaining of the

quality of the data we expect that there will be several

data wanks in different parts of Europe and the world

specialising in particular areas. For this reason we

chose in Belfast to carry out our research with data in the

field of Atomic and Molecular Physics, because Queen's University,

Belfast is a leading world centre of research in this



discipline. Thus we can draw on the expertise available

in Belfast and when necessary employ the experienced staff

we need for maintaining the data.

We expect that our numerical data system (which is

discussed in Part B of this report) will be the only one

of its type in the world. We aim to make it so cost-

effective that in spite of the telephone or transmission

costs, the system will be worth interrogating from

California or Tokyo. It will be so specific and so

d fficult to keep up to date that it will probably not be

worth keeping copies of it in other locations (e.g. U.S.A.).

Ch the other hand, we expect that our reference system will

be accessed frequently enough to make it expedient to have

copies available at 3 or 4 places in the world (Colorado?

Tashkent? Tokyo?). These other copies will be updated

automatically every week from Belfast. The European data

system will be interrogated irregularly by the workers in

atomic and molecular physics throughout Europe and by others

in different fields, particularly chemists, engineers and

nuclear physicists requiring occasional information on

atomic and molecular physics. Many users will only use the

system once a year or less; few users will use It more

than 5 or 6 times in a year. The searches will normally

be retroactive for a specified number of years. The data

file will contain almost the whole literature in the narrow

field of specialisation. Complete data files on other

subjects will be kept at various places and will be within

the reach of any scientist who can afford to pay the $2 or

$3 fee. (We would hope that to scientists the data would



be free and the system financed by an international body.

At a cost of about S500,000 per annum all workers in atomic

and molecular physics throughout the world could receive a

free service.)

Because the system would be used infrequently by each

scientist and bemuse he cannot be expected to learn and

remember a complex system, using it only 3 or 4 times a

year, the retrieval system will have to be very simple.

This excludes the use of complex Boolean statements and

necessitates some form of question/answer dialogue based on

simple multiple choice questions in natural language, the

user having to initiate as few responses as possible. It

also implies a system which is self-instructive and which

can be used without previous knowledge or experience by

any Intelligent user.

It is apparent that a fairly large file of references

would be needed and a rapid response required, not just

because some long distance telephone calls would be involved

but also because a large part of The cost of the retrieval

would be proportionate to the length of the average response

(other factors being equal). We found some five years ago

that it was relatively easy to write an on-line system for

a small number of documents - we were able to demonstrate

one for 100 documents after only 6 months inexperienced

programming - but it is a great deal more difficult to

write a system which gives a realistic response and cost

for a large number of references. It Is also relatively

easy to write a system using a controlled vocabulary and

more difficult to use a free language thesaurus because of
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its greater size, the different forms of words, problems

with prefixes, synonyms, etc. However, we feel that,

looking to the future, the free vocabulary more likely

meets the needs of the user and it allows automatic indexing

using significant words in an abstract or in part (or later

all) of the text. The cost of professional indexers using

a controlled thesaurus to index a paper is high and the

advantages doubtful because significant terms can be

extracted adequately and much more cheaply by the computer.

All of the factors outlined in the above paragraphs

have influenced us to build and rebuild a system with a free

vocabulary, references indexed by the significant words in

the title and abstract, and the emphasis, up to the present,

put on producing extremely efficient software tc give the

fastest response and lowest cost possible to the user. We

have no doubt that once we have mastered the problem of

producing efficient, flexible and modular software which

is proven to deal at low cost with a large number of

references, that it will be possible quickly and easily to

adgpt this software to produce many forms of retrieval

systems and different query languages.

1.2 Position at 1/1/72

By the end of 1971 we had successfully built and

demonstrated a pilot on-line system for the retrieval of

journal references, taken from current INSPEC tapes. We

had used this pilot system to study and develop efficient

computing techniques for interactive retrieval work. The
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pilot project had matured to the point where we could

automatically retrieve information from a small file of

approximately 1000 augmented catalogue records which included

titles and abstracts. In parallel, a secondary database

consisting of titles and chapter headings as well as

bibliographic details of ! ,.. been implemented for a

small departmental computer science library, allowing the

user to interrogate and retrieve on-line the stored

information. Detailed descriptions of the above work can

be found in previous annual reports.

As a result of 'wo years experience with the project

there were a number of enhancements and improvements which

suggested thems!ves, some of which we have implemented in

the past year. These are described later in this report.

1.3 Position at I/1/73

The work of adding new records to the data bases of

atomic and molecular physics abstracts and books in the

applied mathematics, physics and computer science libraries

has continued throughout the year. Our main effort has

been devoted to building up the abstracts file which over

the year has increased from 1000 to over 6000 references.

The references are extracted from the Physics Abstracts

section on magnetic tapes prepared by Inspec. The file

covers all papers published in the field over the previous

two years and is now large enough to be useful. to

increasing the data base sixfold, we were presented with

many problems not expected and not encountered in the small



test date file. We describe these at a later stage in the

report.

A new library, called the School of Applied Mathematics

and Physics Library, which merges the books from the Applied

Mathematics, Physics and Computer Science departmental

libraries, has been set up as a branch of the main library

at Queen's University. Almost all of the 1,000 books in

this collection have been set up as a secondary data base

which allows the retrieval of information from the titles

and chapter headings of books. As new books are acquired

by this library, their bibliographic details are coded in

the appropriate format and they are added to the file.

The updating process of the Inspec records has been

substantially changed from last year. Instead of updating

entirely in an on-line mode an off-line version is first

applied on all known words to the system leaving only a

small number of words (new words) by comparison to be

handled on-line. This has speeded up our work considerably

and is discussed later.

The on-line control system, MCS (Multiplexor Control

System), an operating system developed at Queen's University,

Belfast, has been modified to allow more than one program

to access the same data file simultaneously and also to

allow more than one user to access the same program file at

the same time. Eech user is given a separate copy of the

same retrieval program.

After a very successful demonstration of the retrieval

system to the School of Applied Mathematics and Physics

library committee, showing on-line retrieval both from the

physics abstracts file and the merged library books, a



Visual Display Unit has been installed in the library to

facilitate readers who may wish to use the system.

result, we think we are now in a much better position to

improve the user

1.4 Delays

interface side of the system.

a

During the year our work has not been held up

significantly, as might be expected by people living outside

Belfast, by the constant sound of bombs and bullets, some

very close indeed! Only a few days work were lost because

of the "troubles". However, our work was held back

considerably by the poor performance of the hardware,

particularly the large Fixed Disc at the University's Computer

Centre on which our work depended almost totally. Time

after time files which had been built up and edited

painstakingly were lost and the work had to be repeated;

time after time software errors were traced after days of

wasted effort to file corruptions which in theory should

not have been possible if the hardware checking mechanisms had

been working properly. Overall, we estimate that because

of these difficulties the project was over one month behind

schedule at the end of the year. These problems will

continue in 1973; but fortunately the offending device, a

Bryant Fixed Disc, is being replaced at the University

Computing Centre by an ICL exchangeable disc, EDS 60. This

should be more reliable.



1.5 Conferences and Demonstrations

During the summer of 1972, members of the information

systems group attended and participated in a variety of

conferences and meetings. Papers on OSTI supported

research projects in Belfast were given at the NATO Advanced

Study Institute in Denmark and the Universities' Computer

Science Colloquium in Scotland. Copies of these papers and

reports on the conferences are given in the appendices. In

addition, on-line mechanised information storage and retrieval

demonstrations, linked to the IOL 1907 at Queen's, were

successfully displayed in Denmark and Scotland. The Codata

Conference in France was attended by two members of the group

and the On-line '72 conference in England was attended by

one member of the group. Reports of these are also given in

the appendices.

In particular, the demonstration in Scotland created a

lot more interest than anticipated since, unlike the NATO

one in Denmark, the colloquium held was of a general software

nature, with information retrieval systems forming only a

small part of the agenda. However, the talk stimulated

such interest in the audience that a request was made to

see a live demonstration of the system. This was arranged

on the evening of the same day and for two hours three of

the QUIS group present were busy answering queries of

interest to an audience of about thirty people who were

given the opportunity of trying out the system for themselves.

The result was not only pleasing and satisfactory for the

participants but was encouraging and reassuring for the

QUIS research members at Queen's.
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Other University delartments to link into tne system

included the physics department at Stirling UnIversiTr,

the mathematics department at Southampton University and

the main library at Birmingham University. In the

university here in Belfast we have given several

demonstrations - among these was one given to the

Engineering Department. A member of the group gave a talk

and live demonstration at the New Polytechnic in Belfast, both

of which were recorded.

The impact that the information retrieval team has

created at Queen's has been such that a full term's course

on Information Retrieval is now included in the syllabus

for postgraduate studies for further degrees. The course

is being given by the director of the group and will mainly

deal with the work encountered in implementing our systems.
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2. PROPOSALS ACCEPTED BY OSTI

Prior to +he ending of the previous grant, proposals

were submitted by us for a continuation of the work involved

for a further twc years from the beginning of 1972. A

summary is given in this section of the parts of this

proposal which OSTI agreed to support.

2.1 Continuation of Pilot Project

By the end of our previous OSTI grant period in December

1971, we had already spent some months In building up a small

file of titles and abstracts on Atomic and Mplecular Physics

from the inspec tapes, the size of the pilot file was then

approximately 1000 records. The system had been designed

to index and retrieve automatically from a data base of

1,000 to 10,000 references. By the end of the proposed two

year period of the present grant it is expected that the

data base will grow to around 10,000 references. In the

process of this expansion a number of modifications and

improvements are to be added to the system. These include

the following:

(a) Off-line Indexing

An alternative version of the indexing program which

will work mainly off-line Is to be set up. This will work

in a similar manner to the indexing program used to create

the already existing small file. It will index each word

in an abstract automatically if the word has arisen previously,

but new words, instead of being displayed on the tele-

typewriter, will be stored on a temporary file or backing

store. They will later be printed out on the line-printer



with either a reference to, or the full text of, +he abstract

from which they come. The indexer wil! teen proce_s +nese

words and using a housekeeping program to retrieve them

from their temporary store he car add them to the thesaurus

and update their associated entry lists, etc. on -lire. This

version of the indexing program will have the advantage

that it will use rrainly cheaper off-line overnight runs

and the indexing tire will not be wasted sitting at the

teletypewriter while large portions of records are indexed

automatically. The program can also be adapted to give

a printout, when desired, of each abstract and a list

of all the terms arising from that abstract. The facility

will be useful for keeping periodic checks on the indexing

and stemming of words. The original indexing program was

written for on-line use, not because we thought it was

better to do it that way, bu+ because It gave us our

first experience of on-line programming. We believe that

off-line indexing, as we now propose, will be cheaper and

result in better indexing.

(b) Prior Dictionary

In many subject fields people have already put

considerable effort into building up thesauri. We feel

that we can utilise some of this effort by providing a

facility for incorporating a particular dictionary, or part

of a dictionary, into any of our files before or after

we start indexing any documents. To date the whole thesaurus

is built from terms as they occur in the references which

are indexed; in future it will be from both.



(c) synonyms

So far our methods of dealing with syncnyrE have

beer simple and designed primarily to be only a means of

dealing with different forms of the one word e.g.,

electron, electrons, electronic. In the new system the

user can, having presented a word to the system, be

presented with a list of related words, all of which he

can decide to Jse in his search, depending on the context

of his query. The difficulty is the number of questions

we must put to the user to get this information from him,

which delays the total response of the system and puts up the

cost. We also want to allow the user to include any

synonyms he needs that have not been presented to him by the

system. The system will store these synonyms and at a

later stage an indexer can examine them and decide whether

or not to link them within the thesaurus. This 'related

word' package will necessitate substantial changes to our

thesaurus structure and hence to our indexing and retrieval

programs. However, we feel the resuirant enhancement of our

system will be considerable if it does not turn out to be

too costly and time consuming to the user.

(d) Housekeeping

We need the development of a set of basic housekeeping

programs so that files can be promptly and efficiently edited on-

line and off-line. This will enable us to check for and

amend operator errors, to back up the security measures and

to allow inspection and modification of files as required.

We also need programs to provide an alphabetical printout of

the thesaurus indicating which words had been tagged as synonyms

and which are related words.



The present security pre-autT als tt_

extended and enlarged to regul-- durnritir:

of portions of files ar.. . ;JT-: 're system

in its latest possibl, t ' 4e will

also have to keep a re:17

when our planne.: o= T-', .,tng become; operative,

to allow r-ie syc.*,:;m

(f) AnalvFR of rr_4-prr.

A st.=!..ic.1i will be

continued with pr:9rar., developed to analyse our pilot

projects. This analysis has already given us information

on methods which will improve the efficiency of our software

(see our paper: "Disc Access Algorithms"). In particular,

it helped to compress the data within the area where we

store records. This study of the basic design of the

system will continue throughout, including statistical studies

based on new information emanating from the system as it

grows. We expect that the results of these technical

studies will be continuously fed into the system, improving

it and making it more efficient. One of these studies

will be a survey of text compression techniques and an attempt

to improve on previous methods using a statistical survey

of the frequencies of pairs, triads, etc. of characters in the

text.

2.2 Query Formulation

As our data base grows larger and new facilities are added

the response of the system to the user will change and the

query language or command language, as it is variously known,
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which was suitable for 1000 documents will not necessarily

be suitable for a file of 10,000 documents. Appraisal

of tie user reaction to the system will be used to decide

where it 1,,, necessary to modify this system. We are

fortunate to have a large group of potential users of our

system at Queen's University many of whom are familiar

with the use of computers and who work in the area of Atomic

and Molecular Physics, including members of our information

group working on the Databank supported by OSTI. Even

though our initial system may have many teething rob ems

this group of users are likely to give constructive

criticisms and so we shall be able to build up a worthwhile

assessment of the system.

2.3 Reasons for OSTI support

The above proposals (plus others we will mention

in assessing our present position at the end) were acceptable

to OSTI. Support was thus given for the continuation of

the project with emphasis on the query formulation side

in order to allow the information side of the work (as

opposed to the computing side) to be strengthened and

related to user needs before the system is developed further.

It was also felt necessary to evaluate the results of the

pilot study in detail in order to demonstrate the applicability

of the work outside Belfast and to show that duplication

does not occur with other systems.
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3. PPOLLEMS WITH EXPANSftN

3.1 Off-lin( Indexinc

In the early stages of the development of our project we found that

tt.e efficient method c,f indexing record.., was in an on-line mode.

This was due to the fact that our thesaurus was small and so each

record coitaineo many new words. These had to be indexed and added

to the ttJsJurus. However during the past year our data base has

increased six-fold, the Tilts,. ,,us has also grown so that new records

now contain very few words w ;:n are strange to the system. We have

therefore changed our indexing pr(Joram to work in an off-line mode.

Eacn word ir, an abstract is indexed automatically if the word has

arisen previously, but words not previously in the thesaurus, instead

of teinn displayed on a teletypewriter are stored on a temporary

file on backing store.

when a sufficient number have accumulated another housekeepinc program

retrieves them from their temporary store and is used on-line to

record indexing decisions about those new words. The result is that

the number of abstracts which can be added to the file each week has

considerably increased. the indexer can now make decisions about the

significanc'- and stemming of words in his own time and then input them

rapidly at the teletype console. This new version of the indexing program

has itik: further advantage that it uses mainly cheaper overnight runs.

Indeed the operators can run the program as a background job any time

there, is 5K of spare core in the machine as the only peripheral it

uses after loading is the disc store.
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3.2 A Prior Dictionary

At present our dictionaries of words in the data files

are built up as the records are updated; to delete all the

rec rds currently in the file and replace them with others

would require the generation of a new dictionary, the old one

being obsolete. In parallel with the maintenance of the

present system, we are restructuring the dictionary to allow

us to insert words before they are encountered in the

updating phase. Thus we can take a set of words and use it

for many sets of records for which they are relevant. For

example, we could store our present set of Inspec records on

magnetic tape, and build a file from the tapes to be issued in

1973 with practically no indexing labour.

3.3 Synonyms

The words in the present dictionary have one tag, the

address in their entries; a zero address indicates that the

word is non-significant and synonymous words have the same

entries address. In the new version we are giving 6 tags

(the number is a parameter) to each word. One tag is used

to link synonyms in a circular chain and another is used to

classify a word as significant but with no entries. The

application of the dictionary to a new set of records would

only require the automatic resetting of these tags.

The increased number of tags will allow us to include

a hierarchical structure if this is considered desirable.
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3.4 Housekeeping

3.4.1 Alphabetical printout of thesaurus

During the year the program ALPH was written to give

an 1phabetical list of all the words in the thesaurus or in

any required section of the thesaurus. The location of

each word given by bucket and word number is also printed

out. For each significant word in the thesaurus ALPH records

the number of times that it has occurred and the position of

its entry list. Using this program we can detect any errors

which may have occurred in the entry lists. An alphabetic

listing of the words also shows which words have been linked

as synonyms and any incorrectly spelt non-significant words

which may be deleted from the thesaurus. ALPH can also be

used to obtain a list of the words in the order in which

they are stored, i.e. in ascending bucket and word number.

Using the program an alphabetic printout of the dictionary

as existed in our Inspec disc file in June 1972 was

recorded in a Special Report, SR6.

3.4.2 Pre-editing Entry Lists

After studying the QUOBIRD system it became apparent

that the speed of the retrieval stage depended to a large

extent on the amount of list processing carried out.

Therefore if any operation could be carried out at the

indexing stage, when time is not as important and the action

is only required once, and not at the retrieval stage, when

speed of response is important, the system user would benefit.

One such case was found after the long-list package (see 1971

Annual Report) was written:- after an entry list has been

picked up in the retrieval stage, first it is sorted and
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repeats are thrown out, that is, cases where a word had

appeared twice in the same senten,:e in a record. When

this operation takes place in core the time involved is not

very great, but when the entry list is too Iar'le to fit

into core quite a number of disc accesses will be needed.

In order to avoid this problem a simple house - keeping program

was written which checked through existing files, sorted all

entry lists and threw outI) repeats. It then only required

a minor modification to the indexing program to check each
/

/
time a new reference was added to an entry list if the last

entry in the list referred to the same record and sentence

and, if so, not to update the entry list. In other words

repeat headings are never placed in the entry list and so

there is no need to eliminate them. It is recognised that

the above procedure loses information about the frequency

of occurrence of a word, which is importart in a weighting

system. This difficulty will be overcome in a new version

of the system almost complete.
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3.5 File Security Problems

it this section we describe some of the file security problems that

we currently experience and th,, efforts we use to overcome them.

We find that files get corrupted, either wholly or partially, due to

hardware failures, operating system failures, and human shortcomings.

It requires a lot of effort to maintain a pure data base and we find

that much of our time is spent not in adding anything new to the

system but in preserving intact the files already created. We do

not feel that for the purposes of this report it is necessary to

dwell on tne variety of hardware and operating system's software

faults that occur and the reasons for their occurrences excepl to

say that the large Fixed Disc Store on which most of our information

is stored has been the prime offender.

We feel it is more important here for us to illustrate the kind of

file corruption problems we do encounter, whatever their reasons,

and to say what we do to remedy them.

To deal with complete file corription back-up copies of three tapes

per file are kept in a separate building from the computer. The

frequency of these tape copies depends on the frequency of file

updates; a file which is changed every day is copied to tape twice

a week, whereas a file which is changed only once a week is copied

every fortnight. A more difficult problem arises when a portion of

a file, perhaps a single bucket or even a character is corrupted.

It can happen thaT this kind of corruption can remain undetected in

the normal cou.-se of events for a considerable time, even outlive the

grandfather, father, son security precautions we take.



To demonstrate mere fully this kind of trouble, we first recall

the filing structure and organisation of the system. It is a three

level filing structure which is controlled by a directory at the

start. One file is usec for the augmented catalogue reference records,

another for the list of dictionary or thesaurus terms, which may or

may not be subject index terms (depending on their judged relevance),

and finally one for the set of entries or postings, which stores

in a more random Cashion, each occurrence of every index term as

a catalogue record is being processed.

A particular hazard is when one or two of the entries in the ran, m

postings file get oestroyed and we have no way of telling this has

happened.. Somutias this type of trouble can remain dormant for

a while and then suddenly spread and create havoc. Whilst it is not

possible to completely rAolye the problem we do have a program that

has proved successful in detecting the trouble. It works as follows:

it takes each index term in the dictionary and checks through its

associated entries to lest for inconsistencies and looring; it prints

an error r-ssage if these occur. This program is run at frequent

intervals and ea,-..4 time there is a suspicion something has happened

to a file. As a further measure of keeping the entries file free

of trouble, each time an entry is being included, checks for

inconsistencies are made. For example, the lest word in every bucket

is kept empty and should the program find something in this word an

error message is printed out to the effect and the program halted.

Again each entry to this data file requires two empty computer words.

If the indexing program finds some place on the random file where

;his condition does not hold then again appropriate action is taken.

Another security measure is one capable of d23Iing with sudden machine



failures, which (unless care is taken) can leave a program in an

undetermined state. This can spell trouble, particularly, for our

indexing system; built in flags which can be set and then cleared

at appropriate points can take care of this trouble. The first

thing our indexing program does as soon as it is initiated is to

check if such a breakdown has taken place if so the program then

knows to take the necessary steps. This safeguard was described

in last years annual report.

A useful aid that we use is to keep one word ins (very bucket to

record the bucket number itself. Sometim .ls we find that a prooram

Cdti read the wrong bucket and fail TO show on thk, reply word. This

without realis;nr. anything is wrong th,,, prooram cmcrds the wrong

buc,:t and N- cetAs to write it back to the 'r,,,-.,r blade. Cy nr

cur built-in r.'ucket numbers this error can be controlled. Another

useful practice we have include,!, is to keep our retrieval file separate

from our upuz.ling file. This is done by keeping a file for weekly updates

in which we attempt to clear any rubbish before it is merged with the

retrieval file when a new weekly file for updates commences. We find

that we can uegect trouble in the smaller file more easily if it poes

straight on to the master file. Finally we have built in the dates of

updates to files so that when indexing commences a message is first

printed out to say when the file was last processed. This helps

particularly when files on disc are recreated by the computer centre

whose job it is to manage all application files.

The Computer Centre may recreate a file from its own tape copies after

a failure, but not realise that between the time when it took the

tape copy and dhen the failure happened the file was edited. Noting

the date of the last ,..pdate or edit makes sure that errors cannot

occur from this source.
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4. COMMAND LANGUAGE IMPROVEMENTS

4.1 Introduction

Whilst we are fortunate to have a large group of

potential users of our systems at Queen's University,

particularly in the field of atomic and molecular physics,

we, nevertheless, have to make certain fundamental efforts

to induce them to use the system. Our first priority has

been to keep the data bases up to date. Also to facilitate

users, we have sent out circulars telling them about the

service offerad and, in addition, we have enclosed simple

and pictorial illustrations on how to use the consoles (see

Appendix An. Apart from this we have spent a fair share

of our time giving demonstrations and talks on the system.

Before enlarging on the improvements we have made to

accommodate our user audience, we first give a summary of

the information retrieval system using the physics abstracts

database as it was at the end of 1972.

4.2 Description of on-line retrieval system for Physics abstracts

ABSTRETR is a system designed to retrieve references on Atomic

and Molecular Physics. For 1971 and 1972 the sections taken from

Physics Abstracts are: -

13.00 Atomic and Molecular Physics

13.20 Atoms

13.23 Hydrogen and Helium Atoms

13.25 Isotopes

13.30 Molecules

13.31 Inorganic Molecules

13.37 Intermolecular Mechanics
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From January 1973 sections 5.2 and 5.4 of Physics Abstracts

will be added to the database. At present there are over

6,000 abstracts stored in the system.

'n the retrieval program words which describe the subject

on which Information is required, i.e. search terms or 'keys'

are matched against the titles and texts of abstracts. 'Keys'

which may be used for retrieving include chemical elements

and compounds, experimental processes, mathematical procedures,

abbreviations, e.g. RKR, SCF, personal names (where they

occur within a title or abstract) and chemical bonds between

atoms represented thus: H-C-N.

The linking of words as synonyms is confined to alter-

native spellings, e.g. sulphur and sulfur, and the symbols

tor chemical elements with the name of the element itself

unless the symbol may also be a common word such as: IN; AS;

BE. Pairs of words which are sometimes written with a

hyphen joining them and sometimes as one complete word are

also linked, but there is no link where the words of the

pair are written separately. Thus "auto-ionisation" and

"autoionisation" are linked but not "near-threshold" and

"near threshold".

To recall the maximum number of documents about a

subject the searcher must use 'keys' for all the possible

variations in describing the subject. Some information about

members of a group may be found by searching under the group

name as well as the individual member, e.g. to look under

halogens as well as chlorine.

To limit the number of documents recalled the 'keys'

chosen should preferably not include frequently occurring

words such as electron, atom, molecule but should describe

precisely the element, compound and procedure required. The



number of documents recalled by some frequently occurring

words can be reduced:

(a) by adding a prefix to the key e.g. L-shell
PI- electron

and (b' oy using the word in a phrase which must occur

within one sentence of an abstract to be recalled

e.g. auger electron spectroscopy

NOTE If the words of the phrase are used as separate

keys the program will find the number of abstracts
in which they occur together; the words may then be

in different sentences.

4.3 Appli,ad Mathematics, Physics and Computer Science Library

During the past year the books of each of the three

departmental libraries consisting of applied mathematics,

physics and computer science have been merged. As stated

earlier almost all of the 1,000 books in this collection are

now in a computerised data base allowing retrieval of

information from their titles and chapter headings. However,

with the merger, a problem arises because each of the three

separate libraries uses its own classification scheme. The

cataloguing department of the main library has undertaken to

change this to the appropriate Library of Congress class

mark to conform with the rest of the main university library.

In anticipation, of this impending change, the field allotted

to the reference or classification number in the record for

each book in the applied mathematics and physics books file

has been left blank. The correct numbers have not yet

been inserted as their allocation is not yet complete. The

computer science books, which were processed first, had

their own reference numbers. A program, MARK, has been

written to put the new class mark in place of the old one.
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4.4 Hyphenated Words

The first main cnange in indexing to be made during the year

was the procedure for dealing with hyphenated words. Initially the

indexing program treated the words on either side of the hyphen as

separate words. This method was not entirely satisfactory if one

of these words is non-significant when used on its own. Perhaps

the most obvious example of this is the tereon-line" where "on"

cannot be indexed as significant. Other problem arose from the

inconsistency in the use of hyphens in the text of abstracts, e.g.,

"ultraviolet" appears in this form as often as in the alternative

"ultra-violet". This means that when retrieving records containing

"ultra-violet" it would be necessary to use "ultraviolet" and

"ultra-violet" as two separate keys. There were so many examples

of these problems that it was felt necessary to alter the indexing

method. The new version of the program, which stores both words of

a hyphen pair, with ano without the hyphen, removes the two difficulties

described above; the program checks the thesaurus for the previous

appearance of each word of the pair and presents them for judgment if

this is the first appearance. The words are considered as a pair

and also in relation to each other overcoming the problem arising

if one of them should be non-significant. As the words are also considered

without the hyphen being present the problem of inconsistency is eliminated.

This change in the program highlighted the great variety of ways in which

hyphens are employed in abstract texts. There are numerous examples of

three words Joined by two t,!lens, e.g. time-of-flight; fuel-to-oxidant.

Somewhat less frequent in occurrence are four words joined by hyphens

and very occasionally five, e.g. electron-acceptor-electron-donor;

valence - shell - electron- pair- repulsion. There are also words followed by

a hyphen and without a second word attached, e.g., boron-, carbon-,

nitrogen-, fluorine-like, or words with a hyphen preceding them, e..,



-inimo or even -/-quark. Complex inorganic compounds

usually have names complicated by hyphens as in trans-bis

(diphe,y;-0-selenolatophenylphosphine). Personal names

used to describe procedures are often paired together by a

hyphen. This leads to some odd looking "words" in the

thesaurus where the names are linked without a hyphen but

doesn't affect the retrieval process. This method of dealing

with hyphens makes it easier to include bonds between atoms

or radicals as retrieval terms, e.g. information about the

links H-C-N can be found more precisely than by intersecting

H, C and N separately.



4.5 Suppression of superfluous printing during retrieval

After a user has retrieved a set of documents he can ask

for either the references, text or sentences to be printed out.

There is ur'ortunately no mechanical way of stopping the program

if it is printing out a lot of irrelevant material. A line limit

is imposed by the operating system MCS which returns the user to

monitor level after a predetermined number of lines and he may

then resume the printout at the position at which it was term-

inated or tie may reload the program and start the search again.

This is not a very satisfactory solution as most users want to

return to the search but omit the printing of the references.

It was decided that the best way round this problem was to

initiate a counter each time printout of either references, text

or sentences was requested. Then every time five references (or

five abstracts or sentences) have been printed the user is asked

if he wishes to continue the printout, start a new search, exit

from the program or return to the stage he had reached in his

search before he asked for a printout.

In the near future it is planned to include in the system

a special query to the user if he asks for an unusually long

printout. This will warn him what he is doing and advise him

to have it printed out instead in an overnight run on the line

printer (see next section).

4.6 Off-line Printout

As the size of the data-base grew (at present 6500 records),

so the number of documents retrieved by any key usually increased

also. Whilst some users are prepared to use further keys to

narrow their search down to a small number of documents, in other
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cases the user may want to retrieve a large number of documents

and view them all. As ,it is very tedious to examine the abstracts

of a large number of documents on-line it was decided to provide

users with the option of printing their references and abstracts

off-line. From the software point of view this entailed pro-

viding a special file in which users/ names, addresses and a

list of the references to be printed were stored. Every night

this file is examined and the required references printed out

and the file is cleareL ready for re-use the following day.

1



5. ADDITIONAL RESEARCH

5.i FORTRAN or Assembly Language

The software for the QUOBIRD system was originally written in the ICL

1900 assembly language, PLAN. This can only be used on the ICL 1900 range

as
of computers and is difficult to amend, so /a first step towards re-writing

the whole system in the more universally used language FORTRAN it was

oecided to rewrite part of it and to compare the efficiency of this code

with that of the original PLAN programs.

Fortran is a language designed specifically for manipulation of

numerical data, and as such does not have any special facilities for

storing and handling text or character data. It is not therefore on the

face of it particularly well suited to writing programs which involve large

amounts of character. manipulation. However we overcame this deficiency by

storing four characters to one 24-bit word, and treating this as an integer,

in COMPRESS INTEGER mode. We found that character handling was greatly

facilitated by the use of two Fortran standard subroutines, COMP and COPY.

COMP compares two character strings for equality, and COPY copies a

character string from one location into another.

When we had written the main QUOBIRD software in Fortran, its

efficiency was compared with that of the Plan version by setting up a very

small data base (6 books on Quantum Mechanics) using each set of programs

in:turn. We found that the Fortran programs took on average approx.

2.6 times as much CPU time and used approx. 2.4 times as much core storage

as the PLAN programs. We felt that this drop in efficiency was probably

acceptable as far as the data base generation programs are concerned,



since they are essentially used only once for each batch of documents

which is added to the system. It was felt that the loss of efficiency

caused by using the Fortran version of this part of the software was

offset by the advantages gained, e.g., ease of modification of these programs

when they are coded in Fortran.

However as the augmented catalogue retrieval programs are being used

constantly, their efficiency in 4arms of mill time and core area used

obviously contributes directly to the overall economic feasibility of the

system. We do not therefore think it would be advisable to use the Fortran

version of the Document Retrieval program ;n a commercial working system,

because of the resultant substantial drop in economic viability.

Work is also in progress at the moment to write the QUOBIRD data base

generation software in another high level language, PASCAL (Reference I),

which has excellent character manipulation facilities. To this end the

PASCAL compiler in use at Q.U.B. has been modified to provide a random

access file facility and the new PASCAL program is written but not tested

yet.

5.2 Efficiency of Hash Indexing

A study is near completion on the efficiency of the construction of

the inverted file, with particular regard to how this efficiency varies

with the "bucket capacity" used in the thesaurus. A bucket is a block

of data which can be written to or read from disc in one operation of 40

keywords. Each keyword is placed in its appropriate bucket by a hash

addressing. technique based on the division of the binary integer which

represents the first four characters of the word, by the number of buckets

available in the main storage area, If a bucket o7erflows the keywords

which it contains are split up between it and two overflow buckets by

hashing them again, using the number three as a divisor.
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During the retrieval process, each time the thesaurus file is interrogated

means an extra "disc access". And each disc access costs money. It can be

seen therefore that the number of overflows in the thesaurus must be kept to

a minimum fn order to keep the running costs of the system as low as possible.

The mean number of cverfloper record in the inverted file was found to

depend on three factors: the bucket capacity, the packing density, i.e, the

number of records stored as a percentage of the total capacity for records,

and the overflow technique. There are a number of methods for dealing with

the overflow problem, one of which has already been described. k,thers include

serial overflow (Reference 2) minimum overflow (Reference 3) quadratic overflow

(Reference 4, 5, 6) and random overflow (Reference 7). It is not necessary

to describe these techniques in detail here, suffice it is to say that they

all work on the principle of directing overflow records into a bucket in the

same storage area which is not yet full.

For each of these overflow techniques we simulated one hundred inverted

file systems, with bucket size running from I to 100. When each of a number

of predetermined packing densities was reached the number of records which

had overflowed up to that point was recorded, and the quantity a (mean number

of disc accesses required to locate a record in the inverted file) was

computed. For tlese experiments a random number generator was used to

simulate the random filling up of the thesaurus buckets with keywords by the

hash addressing system. Each experiment was repeated one hundred times, and

the mean was recorded as a reasonable estimate of a in each case. The

probability of error was also determined. The results of this research will

be published shortly.
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5.3. Machine-Independence of Data Bases and the Programs
which Manipulate them

There are two aspects to the machine-independence, or

portability of any software system: the portability of the

programs which constitute the system, and the portability of

the data upo which these programs operate. In the case

of an information retrieval system, processing stored data,

clearly both aspects must be taken into consideration. During

the past few years these aspects of portability have been

investigated in a project carried out in the Department of

Computer Science at Queen's University, Belfast.

Consider programs which may manipulate data bases, held

on auxiliary storage media, in both a sequential and a random

access manner. Portability requires that a machine-

independent interface be constructed between such proms

and the basic facilities for driving auxiliary storage media

on all computer systems on which they are to be used. An

interface of this nature cannot be completely implemented in

a high-level programming language: a small, well-defined set

of machine-language subprograms is required for each distinct

compute- system. In the course of the project, interfaces

have been constructed for the ICL 1900 series and IBM System

360 using a judicious mixture of ANSI Fortran and the

appropriate machine language in each case. These interfaces

have been tested using a locall;-developed data processing

program, written in ANSI Fortran, the data base being set up

from scratch on each computer system.

The complementary problem of data base portability is

currently being investigated and takes as its starting point

1
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toe existence of a data base manipulated by ANSI Fortran

programs, and set up using the interface briefly described

in the preceding paragraph. Some additional software is

required to convert such a data base info a suitable form on

magnetic tape for transfer to another computer system, and

to perform the converse operation. Preliminary work involving

small amounts of data is being carried out at present, and

it is hoped subsequently to set up and transfer a substantial

data base meet'ng the requirements outlined above.

Eventually, when the cost of data transmission over

long distances is reduced to an acceptable level, portability

of programs and data bases may cease to be of interest to

the designers and implementatorL of information retrieval

systems. This wi:I, however, never be true of all software

systems, and for the immediate future will also continue to

be an important consideration for those involved with information

retrieval systems.

5.4 Data Compression

Due to the large number of abstracts being constantly

added to the data base, the need for; more random storage

access is rapidly expanding. It would therefore be

advantageous to have some means of data compression to reduce

storage costs. This problem of compression has been studied

by two research students.

The basic principle involves the substitution in the

data of single characters for regularly occurring groups of

letters or symbols, e.g. "IONISATION OF THE ATOMS" can be

reduced from 23 symbols to 10 as (ION)(IS)(ATHIONHOF)(THEI



(AT) (0) (M) (S). These groups of characters, composite

characters, vary in length from 2 to 16 characters in our

system. A subset of the data held on disc, about 200,000

characters,was scanned and 15 lists of around 200 members

each were compiled containing the most commonly occurring

composite characters of each length. The data was then

compressed using various combinations of these composite

characters and an estimate of the compression obtained.

The storage saving was usually between 27% and 35%. This

was disappointingly small and we doubt if the computing

time needed to pack and unpack the data from its compressed

form is worth the effort.



6. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT POSITION

In assessing the present position of the reference

retrieval system we look separately at the two main supported

sections of our work, viz. continuation of the present

project and query formulation and below we list some of the

enhancements we hope to include in the coming year.

(a) Alternative Retrieval Mode. As mentioned previously,

we designed our retrieval system to be self-explanatory as

far as possible. While we have found this approach to be

very effective with the casual user, we have found that the

more sophisticated and frequent users of the system would

prefer greater 4.exibility than is available at present in

building up their search queries. Tney have not, in fact,

been hampered in this by the search logic within the retrieval

program, but by the natural language in which the search

que-y is formulated. We feel therefore that this type of

user should be provided with a different path through the

search program to enable him to build up more complicated

Boolean expressions easily. For example, we will allow the

use of logical and and or in statements, and we will allow

a command "STORE N" in which the list of entries at any

point in the search can be stored and retrieved later by the

command "RETRIEVE N". In this, "N" could take any number

between I and 8.

(b) Analysis of Systems. A statistical analysis of our

systems will be s.ontinued with programs developed to analyse

our pilot projects. This analysis has already given us

information on methods which would improve the efficiency of

our software. In particular, it helped us compress the
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data within the area where we store records. This study

of the basic design of the systems will continue throughout,

including statistical studies based on new information

emanating from the system as it grows. We expect that the

results of these technical studies will be continuously fed

into the system, improving it and making it more efficient.

One of these studies has already been done in a survey of

text compression techniques and an attempt to improve on

previous methods using a statistical survey of the

frequencies of pairs, triads, etc. of characters in the

text (see section 5.4 ).

(c) Indexing and Stemming. We intend to investigate

thoroughly many stemming problems which we have encountered

when indexing our records and the feasibility of solutions

which have been suggested. These include such items as the

indexer needing some form of authority on which to base

decisions, for a minimum stem-length being set according to

the number of characters in a word, e.g. a word of N

characters would not have a stem of less than N-4 characters.

We intend, for each subject we are indexing, to provide a

list of 'danger' words. These would be words that would

always need to be presented in the context of each

particular abstract. Such a word which has arisen in our

work is AL, which arises as the chemical symbol for

aluminium or in the expression 'et al'.

(d) User Manual. Whilst we have designed our system to

be as self-explanatory as possible we feel that a sophisticated

system will contain facilities which are not apparent to

the casual user and for this reason we feel that the
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production of some form of manual is an urgent necessity.

In addition, this manual would also help the user to

understand problems which arise from his interaction with

the operating system, e.g. the user could consult it if he

has trouble logging in or, for example, if he does not

know how to reactivate the teletypewriter if he is timed

out, etc.

(e) Language. Whilst we designed the command language of

our retrieval program with an outside user in mind, this

was not true of either our indexing or housekeeping programs

and the command language of these programs needs to be

modified to help outside users of this software. tt is

not self-explanatory: there is no facility by which the

indexer can ask for more information and he cannot, for

example, see the sentence from which a particular term arose

in the abstract or title. The housekeeping program5used

for correcting data already on the disc were written for

our systems programmers and could not easily be used by an

indexer (unless he could write octal instructions!).

Regarding tfie query formulation side we envisage three

main ways in which we will assess user reaction to the

system: -

(I) By compiling a questionnaire which our initial "test"

users will be asked to complete after each period of on-line

searching. We will also approach users personally to

discuss their reactions.

(2) To study the conversations-between users and the system

we will (with the user's permission) duplicate copies of

conversations on a special teletypewriter or onto disc.

This will require some changes in the operating system to
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I. itil-ODUCTION

I.I. Summary of the problem

An ever increasing problem which is facing the scientist

of today is the rate at which new tecnnical data is accumulat-
ing. This growth makes it gradually more difficult for the

researcher firstly to locate any information he requires

and secondly to find it in the form he needs. In particular

it increases the risk of duplication of research with all

the wasted hoUrs that this entails. Four years ago this

group began a study of tnis question by building a databank
on atomic and molecular physics. It was our oujective to

use this as our example to study the problem of on-line

data retrieval as a whole.

because of the size of the field of atomic and

molecular physics, it was necessary to restrict our attention

to one particular aspect of it, namely interatomic

potentials. The importance of these is their close

relationship to many of the physical and chemical properties
of matter. Our first aim was to build a system which could

store these potentials and to enable them to be retrieved

"on-line".

As the system was being built, it soon became clear

that it could be developed one stage further from being

merely one for retrieval of information to being one which

allowed manipulation of stored data. A simple example of

this manipulation is to provide the facility for tne

potentials to be retrieved in whatever units required.

The idea of manipulation can however be developed

much further. When a scientist requires a potential his

interest is not so much in the potential itself but rather

in using it to calculate parameters which define one of the

physical or chemical properties of matter. An obvious step
then is to build into the system programs which will enable

him to carry out such calculations. To do so there are two
requirements. Firstly, the programs required for these
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calculations must be built and added to tne system.

Secondly, to enable calculations to bu made wit; i a particular

potential, an automatic procedure will L needed to construct

from the various, approximation5 of the potential .-iici, have

been stored an estimated potential which is representative of

the mo5t reliable results available. The first uart of thi',

presents no major difficulty but the second does pose serious

problems which are discussed in Chapter 3, suction 2.

1.2 ')osition at I/1/72

By tie end of 1971 several thousand papers had ueen

examined and out of these some 750 which were considered

relevant had been located and photocopies of them obtain d.

Many of these were found on close study to contain data wnich

was not worth storing, for a variety of reasons, e.g. no range

given on data replaced by more accurate later data. In

general, less than one paper in three was found to contain data

worth storing.

Approximately 500 assorted worthwhile potentials were con-

tained in the data bank together with an estimate of the short

range potential for the ground-state of every possible pair

of atoms which does not include a hydrogen atom; that is,

a total of 5,500 potentials in all.

An updating system was in existence which enabled new

potentials to be added to the system and to take their correct

position with respect to those already in +he bank.

A smooth representation of the potential over the whole

range is necessary before manipulative facilities of any

complexity can be offered. By the end of 1971 a method

existed within the system which fitted an analytic function

with coefficients chosen to minimise the least square error

to a function of the logarithm of the potential. However

the results of this, whilst fairly satisfactory, showed that

there was still some way to go to solve this problem with

precision.

In the retrieval system a user could retrieve any of

the stored potential estimates in units of his own choice,

with or without the associated references, and with the .

estimated accuracy and range of validity along with any

other comments included about the potential.



Two other options were also available the first

calculated and dis'played the most accurate values of the
stored potential in a range specified by the user, while the

second calculated a representation of the potential over the
whole range. In both cases the user could obtain a pseudo-

plot of the values on his remote terminal. Alternatively,

if he wanted a graph of the potential curve, he could store
the data for later output to a grape- plotter, which cannot

be accessed directly from the on-line terminal. Whilst the

system at th:s stage was fairly flexible in what it offered,

even to the extent of including novel features like on-line

pseudoplots, it nevertheless had a big drawb-,ck in that it

did not permit the user -.0 manipulate with whatever potential

he chose himself.

1.3 Position at 1/1//3

By the end of 1972 almost all of the possible relevant
papers have been located. The reading of these papers and

the extraction of interatomic potentials from +hem is now

virtually complete. A test of the thoroughness of our search

revealed that as many as 94% of relevant paper.-, have been

traced so far, this being before the data base is even completed.

The data extraction is dealt with in greater detail in

section I of Chapter 3.

The present report describes the retrieval side of the

system both from a user's viewpoint and from a system's
viewpoint. We recommend readers who are only interested in

the facilities which the system offers to read the first

section as well as the conversation display illustrating

what the system does. However, those interested in a detailed

description of the software involved should also read the

section on retrieval from a system's viewpoint.

Whilst we feel we have added a greater degree of user

flexibility to the system over the past years and have

incorporated further man'oulation facilities into it we

realise that the user conversational language still requires
some tidying up: we now believe the stage has been reached

where this can be looked at more closely.
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2. PROPOSALS ACCEPTED BY OSTI

Prior to the ending of a previous grant, proposais

were submitted by us for a continuation of the work involved

for a further two years from the beginning of 1972. A

summary is given in this section of the parts of this

proposal which OSTI agreed to support.

2.1 Data Collection and Authentication

By the end of the proposed two year period of the grant

the data base of interatomic potentials is to be completed

together with a critical evaluation of the data. A system

to ensure the data is kept up to date is to be set up.

The data base will be broadened with the inclusio:1 of

subsidiary data files in subject areas closely related to

interatomic potentials. These include

(I) Oscillator strengths

(2) Energy levels

(3) Transport properties

(4) Polarizabllities

A start is to be made cn building a new data system based

on wave functions.

2.2 Critical Analysis of Data

The evaluation of the data will be carried out in two

stages. Initially this will be carried out by us base.,

on our own experience. However outside experts employed on

a consultancy basis will be used to considt.r this problem

as a whole when the data base is complete.

2.3 Management of Data

Programs to enable alterations to be made to the stored

data are to be written. A number of housekeeping programs

will be needed to implement security procedures and also to
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keep accounts of the use of the system.

2.4 An Intelligent Data System

Programs will be written to enable the user not just

to retrieve the data but to manipulate it, that is, to

compute other data with it, to change its form, to generate

related data, etc. Programs suitable for inclusion will

have to be tested for the accuracy of their results and

modified to a form compatible with the system.

2.5 Query Formulation

It is essential to adapt the system to the needs of

the user who may either be experienced in using it or just

a novice. To this end, it is proposed to develop two

systems, one for each of these users.

Some means of obtaining the user reaction to the

system will be developed in order to judge the success

of it.

2.6 General On-Line Data Systems

An investigation as to the viability of applying the

general techniques adopted in the )resent project to an

on-line data system in other fields such as the medical and

engineering sciences was proposed. However OSTI felt

they could not support this at this stage but may do so at

some later date.



3. DEVELOPMEN1 OF ,VJail IN 1972

3.1 uata Extraction

3.1.1 Literature Search

The potentials which form the data base are found in

papers published in the various scientific journals.

The five different methods of searching the literature were

considered in detail in the 1971 Annual Activity Report

and are listed here witnout comment:-

(a) "Physics Abstracts": published by

Institute of Electrical Engineers

(b) "Bibliography of Atomic and Molecular

Processes": published by the Atomic

and Molecular Processes Information

Centre at Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(c) Review Papers ana Books

(d) Personal Communications

(e) Literature references

By (e) we mean references within one paper to other

papers which may also contain relevant potential data.

This continues to be a very important source of references,

par+icularly to papers dating back to before 1965.

3y the methods outlined in the previous paragraph

some 1330 papers have been located and photocopies of

these made. This includes all the relevant papers up to

the end of 1972 as reported by "Physics Abstracts".

An important question that obviously arises is how

thorough a searcn has been made. Whilst one can be

confident of an almost 100% success rate for publications

in recent years (say since about 1966) one can be less

certain about earlier papers. This is supported by our

experience as we read through the papers which indicates

that it is the older publications which are harder to

trace. Gradually, however, these gaps should be filled

in as the search proceeds.



A more specific inuication of the thoroughness of

the search was obt&irwd from the references quoted in

"A bibliography of ab initio Molecular wave Functions"

by W. G. Richards, T. E. H. Walker and N. '... Hinkley.

This book, published in 1971, lists the references for

the best available ab initio calculations for the

potential energies for all atomic pairs. Of 154

references made to 107 different papers it was found that

only ten haci not been located uy us.

In an attempt to find ways of improving the efficacy

of the literature search, an examination of the ten

missing papers was valuale. Four of the papers were

dated before 19E', the date from which we began our detailed

literature search. As indicated earlier our hope is that

any relevent early papers are gradually found, as indeed

these four have been, through references to them in more

recent publications. This shows that only 6 papers out

of 107 were not found whicn indicates a 94% recall at a

time when the data bank was not complete.

3.1.2 Extraction of Data

The actual data which is extracted from a particular

paper has been discussed in some detail in previous

Annual Reports and a list is given here without comment:-

(I) Paper title and reference

(2) Diatomic system and state name

(3) Type of potential

(4) Method of calculation

(5) Parameters, formula or values which

actually define the potential

(6) Units

(7) Irror and source of error

(8) Range; numerical and indication as to



whether it is short, intermediate or

long range

(9) Any other relevant information.

A number of other items of data peculiar to

particular types of potential nas been added to this list.

Firstly, for potentials calcula)ed using the Rydberg-

Klein-Rees (RKR) method it is essential to extract De,

the well depth of the potential concerned and Te, the

height of the potential minimum of the state being stored

above the potential minimum of the ground state.

Secondly, numerical results otitained from ab initio

calculations are mostly given as total energies rather

than potential energies. This requires that the

separated atom energies of the atom pair concerned be

stored for numerical potentials. In cases where the

author already has changed from total energies to

potentiE! energy a value of zero is stored instead of a

separated atom energy.

3.1.3 Present Position

Of the 1330 papers which have been located

approximately 1250 have now been read. From these data

has been extracted from 340 papers, which is about 25%.

A total of 200 papers have been processed only partially

since they present problems which have as yet not been

resolved (see next section). The number of papers

which have not yet been read is small and it is expected

that these will be processed in weeks rather than months

so that the data base will be up to date by February 1973.

The data from some 200 papers is at present being

tested prior to being added to the potentials already

in the data bank.

3.1.4 Specific problems which have arisen

(i) As yet we have no means of storing potentials which

have been expressed by the author in the form of an

analrtical expression. The forms chosen rarely fall
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into a general pattern and the only solution may be to

store each one (of about forty to fifty) separately as

if it were a different type of potential.

(ii) A large number of potentials are presented in a

graphical form and as yet we have tried no method of

reading these accurately. Indeed many of the graphs

given are so small as to make this task extremely
difficult. Nevertheless, with some sixty to seventy

papers with their results presented in this form, this

forms a large quantity of at present unstored data.

(iii) It has been found that in forming potentials of a

parametric nature (e.g. of Lennard-Jones, Kihara, Morse

and Buckingham types) the authors rarely give the range

over which trey regard their potential to be valid.

Since our programs require this to be specifically stated

this has meant the choice of some range based on experience.

We have decided on the range

0.9rm < R < 3.0rm

is the internuclear separation at the

equilibrium noint. Nevertheless, tnis choice is still

arbitrary ard we feel the whole question to be one which

would be well worth a much fuller investigation.
(iv) It is sometimes not possible to obtain the values

of De, the potential well depth, which is required for
storing RKR potentials. This also applies to the value

of the separated atom energies which is required for

many numerical ab initi,-) calculations. Tnese missing

values will have to be added into the databank as and
when they become available.

(v) The most difficult problem which is met in building

up the data base is still the evaluation of the data;

that is, estimating the accuracy of the values given for
the potential. The need for some sort of evaluation is

readily recognised if the user of the system is to be

able to discriminate between a number of estimates of the
same potential. However, since in most cases the

authors of papers do not give any indication of the

accuracy of their results, it is left to us to provide an

initia. evaluation. This is based on a number of



factors; the method of calculation used and a comparison

with results from other sources being the most important.

Often this approach is adequate but at other times it

merely constitutes an educated guess. However, with the

completion of the data base now near, we will soon be

able to improve on our present methods of evaluation,

firstly by carrying out more general and widespread

comparisons and secondly by employing experts to look at

the particular potentials and so carry out a more

realistic assessment of them.

3.1.5 Summary of present position

Summing up we can say that the creation of a data

base of interatomic potentials is now almost complete.

Once this is done it remains only to ensure that the system

:s kept up to date with new publications. Attention can

then be turned to those other quantities such as oscillator

strengths, polarizabilities and energy levels which are

to be stored so as to broaden the data bank.



3.2 Pot(-ntial representation

before manipulative operations of any complexity can
De carried out on the stored potentials a smooth represent-
ation of tiler, over the ,hole range is necessary. The aim
is to set up a system whereby this curve can be obtained
from the available data describing the intermolecular

potential for any state of any diatomic system.

The available data may be any combination of the

following four:-

(I) The asymptotic form as the internuclear separation

R tends to zero which is given by

Z 2 2

V(R) =
1 2

e

+ a
o

+ a2R 2
+ a3R3

P

where a
o

is the united atom energy and Z1, Z
2
are the

atomic numbers concerned. (Buckingham ,195g ).

(2) A short-range part, generally fitted by a born-Mayer
potention

V(R) = Ae
-bR

the accuracy of which is poor, particular as R increases.

(3) A set of points distributed around the potential

minimum, some of high accuracy (usually those calcul-
ated using an RKR procedure) and some of fairly poor
accuracy.

(4) The asymptotic form as R-400 usually expressed
ether in terms of a Van der Waals Coefficient or,

more generally, as a long range exparsion in inverse
powers of R.



As a starting point, it was assumed that the results

using an RKR procedure would be available and these; would be

used to represent tha potential in the intermediate range

region.

The first attempts were directed at fitting an analytic

form(with a maximum of three parameters) to the PK', points.

This would then be joined, by means of other simple para-

metric functions, on the one hand, to the born-Mayer potent-

ial, and on the other hand, to the long-range asymptotic

form. For the first part of this scheme, a program was

written to fit in turn each of six parametric potentials

to the RKk points, choosing the best or ending the search

when tne average percentage error in the fit was less than

li:). Almos,t invariably the best fit was given by the Levine

potential:

P 0

R., -a, ( tk Krn)

V= E X(X-2) X=
R.

e

In connection with the parameters, it may be noted that

VI = 0 when X = I, i.e. when R = Rm, and then V(R,) = -E.

Of the different forms tried for ire joins, the most

successful were:

-
V = e

b k
( a. + a,R + a, Rt.+ 4- 4 5 K5 )

for the lower join, where b is the Born-Mayer value, and

V , ik-6 ( bc, * 6, K + ba W.+ +6s le

for the upper join.

Each of these contains six variable parameters, which are

utilised to impose continuity of the potential and its first

two derivatives at botn ends of the join.



The success of these attempts is judged by the degree
of "smoothness" achieved, a necessary (though hardly suff-
icient) condition being the absence of turning points
in the join regions. If the join is not sufficiently smooth
we might make the trial form more flexible by adding more
variable parameters. However, in general more parameters

mean a greater likelihood of oscillations, and it is diff-
icult to see how the parameters could be chosen expressly
to eliminate these. The most probable cause of lack of
smoothness is an essential incompatibility between the
different segments of data as given, and alterations to

one or more of the segments may be necessary.

The position is rather different with respect to the
two joins. If the RKR data is inconsistent with the
longrange asymptotic form, it means that we are applying
tne latter at distances which are too small. We can move
out the upper end of the join, which was quite arbitrary
in any case. At the lower join, the Born-Mayer and RKR
potentials may be clearly inconsistent, indeed, in extreme
cases, they might cross. The Born-Mayer potential must
be altered in such a case, but we are not free to move in
the lower end of the join without limit. It would be better
to make some slight alteration to the born-Mayer potential

as a wnole, but because of the difficulty of doing this
in a meaningful way, a new approach altogether in which

the born-Mayer potential plays almost a secondary role seems
advisable. The opportunity is taken at the same time to
extend the fit down to R = 0, with the aid of what we know
about the asymptotic form there.

For the moment, let us retain the parametric potential
fitted to the RKR points. We seek a parametric form to
he fitted to the whole region interior to this, and another
in the whole region exterior to it, thus reducing the number
of "pieces" in the potential to three. In the interior
region we might try

Z Z el' -aR -bit
V = i 1 e 4. e (A.+ A,R.* Atitl*- )
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The significant fact here is that

z, z,e'
V

1k

- o,R
e

has a finite limit as R-00. The figure below plots this

function for several values of "a", though the behaviour

for small"R" is speculative, because in this region we have

only the Born-Mayer data as a guide. We see that if "a"

is too small, the subtracted term tends to swamp the original

potential over too much of the range, whereas if "a" is

too large, the usefulness of having a finite intercept is

lost. Comparison with the Buckingham expansion shows that

if "a" is properly related to the united-atom energy, the

intercept on the V axis is zero, and the Ao term is then

unnecessary in fitting the residual potential. However,

this fact is not of much practical use, since:

(a) the particular residual potential which goes

through the origin appears to cross the axis at

least twice first;
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(b) united-atom energies are not available for many

cases of interest;

(c) even where the procedure is practicable (e.g. Li 2)
2

theoretical expectations were not realised.

We might do better, therefore, to choose any suitable

value for "a", and retain A
o

amongst the parameters.

The parameters in the residual potential would be
chosen with a view to:

(I) Continuity of V and its derivatives at the lower

limit of the RKR region;

(2) Approximating the residual part of the Born-

Mayer potential over the appropriate range;

(3) The general reouirement 3f smoothness.

Applying the same ideas to the exterior region, we

might try

V
B, 62

=
c , ( +

0 tk it'
)

choosing the parameters fDr continuity with the RKR potential,

and for smoothness.

There are great difficulties in enforcing all of the

above criteria, particularly that of smoothness. The crit-

erion of continuity may be dealt with by subtracting

7..2t el
e-o-R

R

from the various data over the whole range, and then trying

to fit something over this whole range. The residual

potential is everywhere finite, and the interval can be

changed to (-I, +I) by the transformation of independent

variable

t
K + 1/4

( elk = ik riN probably)



We may then fit the transformed data with Chebyshev poly-

nomials; but the great difficulty will be in reproducing

the correct long-range asymptotic form when this expansion

is transformed back to the infinite interval.

A possible way around this is to make a further

addition to the potential:

7 7 2 2
6 6

V 4-14.2t e.3-- C e: 11
1%

if( 0 C e it next term is 0(e)
R R4

"b" is not to be so large that the residual potential is

still comparable to V for unsuitably large values of R,

nor so small that V is seriously distorted in the region

of the minimum. We may now cut off the derived potential

at a value of R for which it is very much less (in ausolute

value) than V, apply Chebyshev polynomials in This finite

interval, and add back the two terms after the fit has been

made.

We have so far outlined three methods of approach

which deserie further investigation:

(1) a fit in three pieces, i.e. interior region, RKR region,

exterior region.

(2) a fit in one piece, consisting of

Z,Z.e."
e.

''cLi

ik

plus Chebyshev polynomials over an infinite interval.

(3) a fit in one piece, consisting of

1.

C6 -12-2,72. e -"R a.t - e-

plus Chebyshev polynomials over a finite interval.



A fourth possibility, going in the opposite direction,

is to adapt the Levine potential, which is so successful

in representing the RKR points, so that it has the correct

asymptotic form at both ends of the range. As it stands,

it goes to R
-2

as R-410, and falls off exponentially for

large R. If we replace the previous definition of X by

Ren + ocli:, 0- (fk R. ) Cl, Cr
R R,

X= e. + t (I
R.2E RR. 4 .40;

we have the required asymptotic forms. Moreover we have

taken trouble to preserve the interpretation of Rm as the

value of P for which X = I, which is important if initial

estimates of *the parameter Rm are to be accurate. 0(

is chosen to give the correct behaviour for small R, and

is seen to depend on "a". The least squares fit to the

RKR points is now performed with respect to the parameters

L, R
m and the curvature at R

m
. The expression for the

curvature depends also on both "a" andc(, and so, for a

given curvature, we must find "a" and by solving this

simultaneously with the condition imposed by the short-

range asymptotic form. On the other hand, the constant Q"

may vary within quite wide limits without invalidating

the asymptotic form. In assignino it, we may consider

(a) conditions similar to those imposed on "b" on the

previous page;

(b) the known coefficients of R-7 or R
-8

;

(c) making it a parameter in the fit to the RKR points.

To summarize, the overall purpose of these approaches

to the potential representation problem has been to find

some modified form of the potential curve which permits

an accurate and realistic curve fit to be carried out.

As yet this goal has not been achieved. To cover the
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possibility of this not being done successfully a less

subtle form of potential representation based on an

interpolation procedure will have to be implemented.
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3.3 Retrieval and Manipulation

3.3.1. Introduction

To understand more fully the characteristics of the
retrieval system and to appreciate the changes and

improvements made over the past year, the reader is
referred to the previous annual report. It is not the
intention here to report what has been said in it

except where it is felt necessary to clarify differences
that have taken place during the interim period. The

system's philosophy remains unchanged and is ably
illustrated in the following extract:

"Generally when a scientist retrieves a particular
potential he is not so much interested in the potential
for its own sake, but rather as a means to an end.

Usually he will use it to calculate parameters defining

one of the physical or chemical properties of matter.
An obvious step is therefore to build into the system

the programs which will enable him to carry out such

calculations."

With this objective in mind the system throughout the
past year has incorporated into its conversational mode
more user control of he data involved and more emphasis

has been put on the system's manipulation capabilities.

3.3.2. Retrieval from the user's viewpoint

We now describe the present state of the system.

It differs from that of a year ago in that then the user

had no contrci over which potentials were used in the

manipulation facilities; now the user can exercise

direct control if he wishes. For example, he could

manipulate with a single stored potential when before he
had to accept the system's curve fit.

At the start of a search preliminary information is

given to the user if he is not familiar with the system.
The user then specifies a pair of atoms. Unless he is



interested in only the ground state, which he indicates

oy following the atomic symbols with an "X", -r-e 1..ystem

gives him a numbered list of the states for which

potentials are stored as well as the number of potentials
for each state. The user identifies by number hh, choice

of state. If there are no states for the user's atom-

pair, he is given the option of the Born-Mayer (b-M) short

range potential; the B-M is only available for a ground

state and is not possible if either atom is hydrogen, in

which case he may then try with another atom-pdir. After

choosing a state the user then specifies the energy and

length units in which he wants his potentials dnd in

return he is given two options:

(i) the ability to choose any of the stored

potentials

(ii) the generation of a potential over the whole

range obtained by fitting a smooth curve to the

stored potentials.

For the first option the user is given a numbered

list of the potentials - each potential consists of the

potential type, the range over which the potential is

valid and whether this range is short, intermediate or

long.

The user is now invited to select from the potentials

displayed. This selection process is done by choosing

one potential at a time. Subsequent to picking a potential

by its corresponding number,the user is offered any

combination of the following three facilities;

(A) A tabular listing of the potential points

(B) the potential points stored as part of those to

be used for further manipulation purposes, and

currently this is a curie fit for the potential

over the whole range

(C) an off-line graph plot of the potential.

If a listing is required the user is asked for the

number of points he wants and the range over which he

wants them and whether he wants a short or comprehensive



description of the potential.

For (Es) and (C) the appropriate points are written
to pre-determined areas of the disc. In the latter case

the values are later retrieved in the off-line graph

plotting program, while in the former tney are used in the
manipulation program. .f the user asks for both (El) and

(C) the two operations are carried out independently.
If the user requests any off-line graphs during the

process of this search then he must give the system his
name and address for later identification of the graphs.

33.3 Curve-fit of individual potentials

For facility (U) above and the earlier option (ii)

the respective individual potential fits are transferrea

To a curve-fitting package which fits a smooth potential

through all the points included, reducing the potential
tc, an enuation with four parameters which should be valid

over the whole range. As was described in Section 2 the

presen- curve fitting program is not eniirely satisfactory

and during the past year much effort has gone into an

attempt to help to produce a smoother representation over
4-ne whole range.

When the smooth representation of the potential has

been determined, the system offers the user the following:
(a) a tabular listing

(b) further manipulation possibilities.

The tabular listing is similar to that outlined above

for the individual stored potentials; the difference now

being that the user is not confined to asking for a numver

of point:, within a specified range but theoretically he

can choo-)e any range from 0 to 00 . Having specified his

range of interest and number of points he can have them

listed and he can obtain a variety of off-line graphs.
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Firstly, he can have a curve fit of the potential over

any part of the range asillustrated in fig. I and marked

(E)

Fig. I

he can have the same again but this time with all the

potentials used in finding 6) as illustrated in fig.2.

Fig. 2
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:).3.4 Retrieval from the systems viewpoint

The retrieval system works in a time-sharing, batch-

processing multi-access environment and as such there is

a core restriction (at present 18K (24-Pit) words)

available to individual on-line programs. It is expected

tnat a new 1906S ICL computer (presently zieing installed)

will be operational in the coming summer months. The

present machine (a 1907 ICL computer) will then be used

mainly for multi-access work and so core restrictions will

be greatly improved. because of this core limitation it

is necessary for the whole retrieval package to consist

of four individual programs. Only one of these programs

can be in core at any one time and so at an appropriate

point each (with the aid of a system command given by the

user) has to activate the next program. Information

between one program and another is conveyed via a

communications file which is held on disc as a temporary

storing place for the reauired data. The four programs

involved are:

CHAT:

FITS:

the controlling segment which outputs states

for a user's atom-pair, as well as transferring

to another program, FITS, the user's choice of

state and the starting addresses of the

associated potentials and units required, via

the communications file.

This program outputs the stored potentials for

a chosen state as well as transferring to

#CURV the selected potentials for curve

fitting the potential over the whole range and

storing values for individual graphs.

1



CURV:

DEFL:

This program does the curve fittirj of tne

potentials transferred from program FITS as

well as transferring the parameter equation

values calculated for the curve over the whole

range to program DEFL when further manipulation

is required.

This program uses the four parameters trans-

ferred from # CURV to determine tne deflection

angle for any energy and impact parameter given

by the user.

3.3.5 Program CHAT

The first thing performed in # CHAT is to discover

if the user is starting his search or returning from

another program. To determine this we call S/R OPEN

where we open our communication file INDXABbF0112 and make

the approprial-1 check. If the user is returning to CHAT

we must reassign values to his "atom-pair", "statenamo"

and so on. As indicated earlier whenever we go from

one program to another, we must write this information

(atom-pair, etc.) to disc and then read it down again

whenever we have entered the required program. If v.-a

are returning from ft. CURV or 4 FITS, the name of our

data file is stored on the communication file. However,

assuming the user is just starting his search, we call

S/R INITIAL. In S/R INITIAL we ask the user if he is

familiar with the system and, if he is not, give him

preliminary information about search strategy and so

forth. In INITIAL we may also set switches to give

intermediate values in various S/Rs; these are used to

help the systems designers to detect errors. INITIAL

itself calls S/R PRELIM, which reads from the data file

information about potentials and addresses on disc of

atom-pairs. We now return to the MASTER.



It is here that the search really begins. The

user is asked to type his "Atom-Pair?". The address of
this question within the context of # CHAT is stored

on disc by calling a plan S/R STORE. This is to allow
the user the facility of restarting his search at any

time by simply typing "A" for any user response. The

user's choice of atom-pair is read in S/R ATOMNOS.

ATOMNOS checks if the chemical symbols are valid and

determines the corresponding atomic numbers from a
preset list. It also calls S/R NAMES which checks for
". + or -" etc., for a user may type HH+, HH; he may
in fact follow his atom-pair with an "X" which tells the

system that he only wants to deal with the ground-state,

whereupon a pointer is set to indicate this.

Back in the MASTER another pointer is set to

indicate if either atom is hydrogen. We next call

S/R SEARCHI which determines the position on disc of the

1st state for these atoms. If there are no states

stored for a particular atom-pair we give the user the

option of the BORN-MAYER potential; this potential can

always be generated by substituting in a set equation the

values of certain parameters. Assuming there are states

stored the program calls S/R SEARCH2, which lists out all

the states in the databank for this atom-pair, with the

num..er of potentials for each state. The user is then

asked for his choice of state. After making his choice

the program determines the address on disc of the first

potential for this state and returns to the MASTER.
If he does not want any of these states, he may try for
another atom-pair. Next we ask the user fur the energy
and lengtp units in which he wants his data.

The uata on the disc is stored in atomic units and
the factors necessary to convert the values to the users
units are found in the same preset list as for the
atomic numbers. This is done in SIR UNITER. In

S/R CLOSEN the communications file is now updated with

the atom-pair, statename, units, etc. and all files
closed. The name of the data file is also stored in



the communications file. Then control is passed to

another program in the system (# FITS).

On returning to # CHAT from some other program in
the system the relevant information is read from the

communications file and the data file opened. The user
may then try another state for the same pair of atoms

and have the states listed again if he wants. Failing
this he may then try another pair of atoms or cease-

execution of the program. When given the choice of
another pair of atoms, the user is first asked "Other
Atoms?". In reply he need not type "Yes" or "No" but

may type immediately the symbols for his atom-pair.

Similarly in reply to "More States?" he may type the
number of the state he wants.

3.3.6 Program FITS

As # CHAT retrieves states for a chosen atom-pair,

so $l FITS retrieves potentials for a chosen state.
The first thing done is to reassign values to the

atom-pair, statename and number of potentials for the
state chosen. This is done in S/R OPENI, which also
cal is S/R PRELIM to read information about the potentials.

Furthermore, it calls SIR SETGRAPH which sets up the
graph and manipulation buckets and determines if there is
room available in the graph area. The user is then asked
"Al I or crest ". Here he has the choice:-

ALL:- he may nave all the potentials listed and

choose whichever he wants as described uelow.
BEST:- Here all the potential values are written to disc

for use in the curve fitting program. in this

case the user has lost control of individual

potentials though in # CURV he may outain a

graph of all the potentials together with the

fitted potential.

The potentials are listed in S/R DATARLADI and the user is
asked to choose one. If none of the potentials listed



is suitable to the user, ne may return to. CH;T to try

another state for his atom-pair or indeed a different

atom-pair. Provided the user chooses a potential, he

is then asked "LIST STORE, GRAPH?" which means:-

LIST:- does he want the values for this potential

listed?

STORE:- does he want these values stored for further

manipulation?

GRAPH:- does he want a graph of these values?

The user response to tnese takes the form of three integers,

each taking tne value 0 or I. The latter indicates that

the user is interested in the appropriate option. The

user can have any combin6tion of these three possibilities.

We now call 5/P DATAREADI which this time will output

the users chosen potential. DATARLAUI will itself call

SIR ABRAmAM3 to output the short corn -Mayer potential,

S/R UATAIJUM to output tne intermediate NKR potential, or

s/R RETCh to output the long C6 potential. In each of

these S/Rs the values will be listed, stored for

manipulation, or stored for a graph, depending on the

user's responses to the options above. Furtnermore

DATARLAUI will call S/R uECOUL if the user recuires a

description of the potential; DLCODE will give, for

example, author and reference of the paper from which the

data was extracted, the amount of information given

depending on the user's answer to "SHORT?". DATAkEAUI

also calls S/R ERROROUT which gives what is considered

to be the relative or absolute error of the data.

back in the MASTER we ask the user if he wants

another potential (Yes, No or actual number of potential).

If he types "Yes" or the actual number we go back for

another search. If the user does not want another

potential, we then check if he wants a graph, etc.

Should he want a graph we call S/R STORENAI4E, which will

ask for his name and address (to identify the graph) and

write this information to disc. If he wants the values
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stored for manipulation, we call S/R CLOSENI to write tne

communication bucket to disc and then prompt him to

type *ERUN,CURV"; otherwise we again call CLOSENI but

this time ask him to type "ERUN,CHAT".

Finally a word about LIST, STORE and GRAPH in the

context just described. A user can always have the

values listed out. He need not limit himself to having

a graph of some of the potentials or storing them all for

manipulation; he could for example get a graph of
I

potential and store 3 potentials for manipulation. At

the moment further manipulation can be accomplished in

the calculation of a smooth potential over the whole

range and then the determination of deflection angles.

More description of these facilities will be given in

the following sections.

3.3.7 Program CURV

As in #CHAT and If FITS the communications file is

opened and a check is made of the number of users with

data already stored for graphs - there is a maximum of 4

put on the number available 3t any one time. We then

call S/R READDOWN to read from disc the values stored for

manipulation. Next we call S/R FITS, which curvefits

the values using S/R MA024.; this gives us four

parameters which, when substituted in an equation,

provides values for the potential (V) for every value

over the range (H) from 0 to 00 (Fig. I).

V

Fig. I

*S/R MA02A is an Atlas routine which solves a set

of linear simultaneous equations.
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It is then necessary to know if the user wants values
listed in a certain range or if he is interested in

deflection angles. In the latter case the u:er is

prompted to pass control to # DEFL. If, however, he
wants a list of values, he is asked for the range he

requires and the number of points in this range. The

values for the potential are then generated at these

points and the results listed out. Having studied the
values the user may reply in three ways to the question
"GRAPH?".

I. If the user decides that the values are unsatisfactory,

he should type 0.

2. If he types 1, he will obtain graphs of the stored

values and the curvefitted points on the one frame.

(See Fig. 2)

3. If he types 2, he will obtain a graph of the curve-

fitted potential alone. (See FIg. 3)

R

Fig. 2 Fig. 3

In case 2 the curvefitted values are first written

to the user work area of the d'sc where the stored values
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are already, then all the values are transferred to the

graph area. In case 3 the curvefitted values overwrite

the stored vah.es and are then transferred to the graph

area.

whatever nis reply the user may return to tt CHAT

to start a new search.

3.3.b Program (AFL

To obtain a deflection angle it is necessary to have

a smooth curve for the potential over the whole range.

The potential can be defined by four parameters

determined in #- CURV; these parameters are used in an

equation to give a value for the potential at any point.

The user is first asked for the energy he wants.

From this it can be de+ermined if there is no orbiting

and the critical impact parameter can be found. These

results are given to the user an-d he is then asked for

his choice of impact parameter. The deflection angle

is then found and output to the user. He may vary his

energy and impact parameter value at will. A particular

use of this facility is illustrated in the next section.



3.3.9 Further manipulation

With a smooth representation over the whole range we

can obtain quantities like the transport properties which

are obtained from the collision integrals (see "Molecular

Theory of Gases and Liquids" py hirschfelder, Curtiss and

Bird).

Co
1

(als) kT erc s
2, --- eit-Pe

2ffitd-
A

0

where T = temperature

Ak= reduced mass of the two interacting systems

k= Boltzmann's constant.

The collision crossection Qi(E) depends on the initial

relative energy E and is given by

c) I cosi ey)

where b is the impact parameter and ILis the classical

deflection angle

00

= Tr
F cf,bs)31i-r,

in whicn ( is the outermost zero of

FLe, b, e5) it) bt

At present the system includes the program to

calculate deflection angles, with the user simply providing

values for E and b . The nett -tep will be to include
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the program to calculate the cross-sections for values of

E, and then the collision integral program. These two

programs will have to be run off-line, the data being set

up on-line.

Note: Further numerical methods are discussed in

The Journal of Chemical Physics, 41,pp.3560-3568,(1964).
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3.4 A Typical User-System Conversation

We give here a listing of a conversation between

an experienced user and the retrieval and manipulation

system. The printout is exactly as obtained on a

teletype. Lines such as

CHAT: ATOM PAID?

MCS: CHAT (CORE: 13312)

show output to the user from the programs CHAT and MCS

(the time-sharing control program supervising the

execution of CHAT) while a line such as

: K K

shows information input by the user.

At a number of points we have added brief explanations

of the user's replies. These are given at the righthand

side in brackets opposite the relevant reply. In

particular in these explanations we refer to graphs which

are obtained from the user's choices. These graphs

numbered one to four ,..re given immediately at the end of

this section.
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Conversation:

: EHUN,CHAT

MCS : CHAT (CORE: 11136)

CHAT: INTERATOMIC POTENTIALS

CHAT: FAMILIAR WITH SYSTEM? - "YES" OR "NO"?
: YES

CHAT: ATOM PAIR?

LI K X

CHAT: ENERGY AND LENGTH UNITS?

AU AU

CHAT: TYPE "ERUN,FITS"

ERUN,FITS

MCS : FITS (CORE: 14336)

FITS: ALL OR BEST?

[

System comments like
this will be eliminated
shortly

ALL (User is asking for all
potentials stored for
this stateFITS: POTENTIALS STORED FOR LI K X

FITS: NO TYPE RANGE (AU)
FITS: I VAN DER WAAL'S COEFF 10.9 to 99.0 (LONGRANGE)
FITS: (97)

FITS: 2 BORN-MAYER 1.5 TO 3.o (SHORT)
FITS: 99 OTHER FITS

FITS: WHICH?

. I

FITS: ERROR (RELATIVE)- 10.0%

FITS: LIST, STORE OR GRAPH?

: I 0 I [See Graph I]

FITS: SHORT DESCRIPTION?

. YES

FITS: V = -C6/R**6

FITS: WITH R IN AU, C6=0.2290E .04 GIVES V IN AU
FITS: NO. OF POINTS AND RANGE?

: 14 20.4 31.6

FITS: R(AU) V(AU)

FITS: 21.15 -0.2561E-04
FITS: 21.18 -0.2080E-04
FITS: 22.64 -0.1701E-04
FITS: 23.39 -0.1400E-04
FITS: 24.13 -0.1159E-04



FITS: 24.88 -0.9655E-05

FITS: 25.63 -0.8085E-05

FITS: 26.37 -0.6805E-05

FITS: 27.12 -0.5756E-05

FITS: 27.87 -0.4890E-05

FITS: 28.61 -0.4173E-05

FITS: 29.36 -0.3575E-05

FITS: 30.11 -0.3075E-05

FITS: 30.85 -0.2655E-05

FITS: MORE POTENTIALS?

: NO

FITS: NAME, ADDRESS ON 2 LINES

: RnIN MCDONOUGH

78 MALONE 1:0AD

FITS: TYPE "frUN,CHAT"

EPUN,ChAT

MCS : CH.+T (CORE: 11136)

'_;HAT: MORE STATES?

: A User wants to start
a new search

CHAP: ATOM PAID?

: K K

CHAT: STATES STOPED FOR K - K

CHAT: NC. STATE NO. OF POTENTIALS

CHAT: I K2 X I SIGHA+(G) 4

CHAT : 2 K7 H I P I (U ) 1

CHAT: 99 ANY OTHER STATE

CHAT: WHICH?

: 1

CHAT: ENERGY AND LENGTH UNITS?

: AU AU

CHAT: TYPE "fRUN,F1TS"

: ERUN,F1TS

MCS : FITS (CORE: 14336)

FITS: ALL OR BEST?

: ALL

FITS: POTENTIALS STORED FOR K2 X I S1GMA+(G)

FITS: NO. TYPE kANGE (AU)

FITS: I VAN DER WAAL'S COEFF 12.0 to 99.0 (LONGRANGE)

FITS: 123

FITS: 2 RKR 6.04 to 9.58 (INTERMLulATE)
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FITS: (55)

3 RKR

FITS: (I)

FITS: 4 L3ORN-MAYEL

FITS: 99 ()MLR FITS

FITS: WHICH?

: I

FITS: ERkOR(RELATIVE):-

FIT',: L1ST,STORE OR GRAPH

0 I C

6.24 to 9.15 (INTLRMLDIATE)

1.5 to 3.5 (SHORT)

FITS: NO. OF POINTS AND RANGE?

10 12.1; 1!1.0

MORE POTENTIALS?

: 2

FITS: ERROR(<F1ATIVE):-

FITS: LIST,STCRE OR GRAPH?

: 0 I 0

FITS: MORE POTENTIALS?

: NO

FITS: TYPE "EPUN,CURV"

: ER'JN,CURV

TICS : CURV(CORE: 10880)

CURD: LIST OR DEFLECTION ANGLE?

10.00%

1.0

User is asking for his
particular potential to

be stored

I 0 User is asking for list of
points fiTted to potentials
chosen by him

CURV: NO. OF POINTS AND RANGE?

: 20 4.L 12.6

CURV: FIT FOR 1.2 X I SIGMA+(G)

CURV: R(AU) V(AU)

CUPV: 0.1008E 00

CURV: 5.21 0.4421E -01

CUM: 5.621 0.1526E -01

CURV: 6.032 0.1065E -02

CURV: 6.442 -0.5245E -02

CURV: 6.553 -0.7428E -02

CURV: 7.263 -0.7564E -02



CURV: 7.674 -0.6790E -C,

CURV: -0.5707L -0:

CUPV: ,.495 -(J.46 13E -C2

CuPV: o.90`, -0.3643E -02

CUPV: 316 -0.2840E -02

-0.22041_ -02

GURV: lo.14 -0.17I8E -02

CURV: 10.55 -0.1355E -C2

CURV: 1.96 -0.109IE -02

CURV: 11.37 -0.90IbE -03

CURV: 11.78 - 0.7701E -03

CURV: 0.19 -0.6807E -03

CURV: 12.60 -0.6221F -03

CURV: GRAPH?

User is
of the
fitted

king
c,,osen
values

for graph
potenTials

both
and the

CURV: ,.AME,ADI,P[F,S ON 2 LINES

JAML:; IcLLA:4

CURV: TYPE "EHUN,ChAT"

fkUN,ChAT

MCS : GHAT(00rJE:11136)

CHAT: PORE _,TATS"?

CHAT: ENERGY AND LENGTH UNITS?

AU AU

1YPE "ERUH,FITS"

fPUN,FITS

: FITS(CORE:14336)

FITS: ALL OR EEST?

iLL

F11-): C-OTENTIAL() STORED FOR K2 X ! SIGMA (G)

FITS: JC"). TYPE RANGE
FITS: I VAN DER WAAL'S COEFF 12.0 TO 59.3

(' RANGE)
FITS: (123)

FITS: RKR ..04 TO 9.58

(INTERMEDIATE)



FITS: 55

FITS: 3 RKP C.24 TO 9.15

(INTERMEUIATE)
FITS: (I)

FITS: 4 BORN-MAYER 1.5 TO 3.5 (SHORT)
FITS: 99 OTHER FITS

FITS: ,WHICH?

1

FITS: FRROR(REEATIVE):- 10.00%

FITS: LIST,STORF OR GRAPH?

I I 0

FITS: ',HORT DESCRIPTION?

YES

FITS: V = -C6/R**6

F,TS: 0TH P IN AU,Cf = 0.3820E 04 GIVES V IN AU
FITS: rig. OF POINTS AND RANGE

tve

19 12.0 13.0

FITS: P(AU V(AU)
FITS: 12.09 -0.1223E -02

FITS: 12.18 -0.1169L -02

FITS: 12.27 -0.11I8E -C2

FITS: !2.36 -0.1070E -02

TS: 12.4.§ -0.1024E -02

FITS: 12.55 -0.9798E -03
FITS: 12.64 -0.9383E -03

FITS: 17.73 -0.'988E -03
FITS: 12.82 -0.86I2E -J3
FITS: 12.91 -0.8254E -03

FITS: PORE POTENTIALS?

NO

FITS:

:

TYPE "ERUN,CURV"

fRUN,CURV

MCS : CURV(CORE: 10880)

CURV: LIST OR DEFLECTION ANGLE?

0 0 User wants
examining

graph without
points.

C IRV: NO. OF POINTS AND RANGE

: 40 E,.0 13.0

CURV: GRAPH?



CURV: NAME, ADDRESS ON 2 IINFS

: L.D,HICOINS

: UNPUTER CENTRE

CPV: T' PE "fPUN,CHAT"

.ICS:

(AT:

CIAT:

C-1AT:

:

Cc):

PUN,CHNT

CHAT (CORE: III36)

fr)RE STATES?

L.IERGY AND LENGTH UNITS?

Ad AU

PIPE "ERUN,FITS"

fRUN,FITS

FITS (CORE: 14336)

FITS: ALL OR BEST?

TEST
User wants
obtain best

system
fit to

to

FITS: TYPE "ERUN,CURV" all stored potentials

£RUN,CURV

riCS: CURV (CORE: 10880)

CUP": LIST OR DEFLECTION ANGLE?

: 1 0

CUPV: NO. OF POINTS AND RANGE?

16 4.0 9.0

CURV: FIT FOR K7 X SIGMA+(G)

CURV: P(AU) V(AU)

CURV: 4.000 0.2666E 00
CUR" 4.333 0.175,E 00
CURV: 4.667 0.113dE 00
CURV: 5.000 0.7218E-01
CURV: 5.333 0.4363E-01
CURV: 5.667 0.2403E-01

CURV: 6.000 0.1060E-01
CURV: 6.333 0.1485E-02
CURV: 6.667 -0.4613E-02
CURV: 7.000 -0.6596E-02
CURV: 7.333 -0.1107E-01
CURV: 7.367 -0.1250E-01

CURV: 8.000 -0.1320E-01

CURV: 8.333 -0.1340E-01

CURV: b.667 -0.1325E-01
CURV: 9.000 -0.1286E-01



CUPV: GrAPH?
User wants graph of

2 4 fitted potential alone.
,CURV: NAML, ADDRESS ON 2 LINES See 0 raph 4.

MERRY NCOLINCHEY

ANDEPSONSTOWN

CURV: TYPE "ERUN,CHAT"

LRUN,CHAT

MCS: CHAT (CORE: 11136)

CHAT: MORE STATES?

A

CilAT: ATOM PAIR?

F. KR X

CHAT: LNEWY AND LENGTH UNITS?

AU AU

CHAT: TYPE "FRUN,Flic,"

LRUN,F1TS

:1C(.,: FITS (CURE: 14336)

FITS: ALL OR BEST?

3EST

FITS: TYPE "fRUN,CUPV"

PUN, CURV

!ICS: CURV (CORE: 108d)
CURV: LIST OR DEFLECTION ANGLE?

: 0 I

CURV: TYPE "ERUN,DEFL"

fRUN,DIFL

ITS: DEFL (COPE: 9716)

DEFL: UNITS TO BE USED:

()EFL: LENGTH IN AU AND ENERGY IN AU

DE FL: REOUIRED ENERGY, E?

1.234

DiFL: ORBITING OCCURS IN THE RANGE 1.14005 (AU) TO
DEFL: 1.32153 (AU)

DLFL: CRITICAL IMPACT PARA!..1ETER = G.336 (AU)
(AFL: IMPACT PARAMETER, b?

0.9464

DLFL: FOR E=I.234 (AU) AND B=0.946 (AU),
(AFL: DEFLECTION ANGLE = 0.14251 01 (RADIANS)



DEFL: ANOTHP PIPACT PARAMETER, B?

?.865

ULFL: FOR 1=1.234 (AU) AND B=2.365 (AU),

DLFL: DEFLECTION ANC,LE = 0.6290E 00 (E'i-LLIA%S)

DIFL: ANOTHER 110ACT PARAMETER, 13?

3.498

DLFL: FOR F=I.234 (AU) AND b=3.498 (AU),

DEFL: DEFLECTION ANGLE 0.46321 00 (RADIA%S)
'L.:EFL: ANOTHER IMPACT PARAMETER, B?

Nr

LLFL: A DIFFERENT ENERGY, 1?

1.185

FL: 0,4,BITING OCCURS IN THE RANGE 0.11400') (AU) TO
1,..FL: 1.32153 (AU)

11PACT PARAMETER, B?

0.876

DLFL: FCR E=1.Io5 (AU) AND B=0.876 (AU),

DEFL: OLFLLuTION ANGLE = 0.15391 01 (RADIANS)
DEFL: ANOTHER 11PACT PARAMETER, B?

: 1).803

DEFL: FUR E=I.185 (AU) AND H=5.803 (AU),
DEFL: DEFLECTION ANGLE = 0.11491 00 (RADIANS)

The next search is for a different potential

DEFL: PEOUIREU ENERGY, E?

0.3825

"NO ORBITING"

DEFL: CRITICAL IMPACT PARAMETER = 0.000 (AU)
DEFL: IMPACT PARAMETER, B?

1.007

DEFL: FOR E.0.3825 (AU) AND B=1.007 (AU),
()EFL: DEFLECTION ANGLE = 0.3143E-08 (RADIANS;
()EFL: ANOTHER IMPACT PARAMETER, B?

: NO

ULFL: A DIFFERENT ENERGY, E?

16.14
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3.5 liscellaneou.: Developments

3.5.1 Editing program

A program named CI24 has been written to enable the

potential data once stored to be altered. It is

envisaged that this program will be needed in three

different situations.

Firstly, alterations may be required to correct

mistakes inadvertently made when the data was first
stored. The program will in particular have to allow

for changes in potential values as well as in titles,

references, and the various codes used to obscribe the
type and range of the potential. Secondly, the

assessment of the accuracy and range of validity of a

particular potential by a consultant expert will in

many cases differ from our original evaluation and so

the capability to effect this change will be needed.

Finally, it may be necessary from time to time to

replace some information already stored. For example,

more accurate potential well depths may become

available, or additional relevant information might be

added to that already stored. The present program

allows for the possibility of all these changes.

The actual editing is carried out on-line and a

number of examples of how this is done are given at
the end of this section.

3.5.2 Checking program 0123

This program writes out the list of potentials of

the same typo for pairs of atoms. It enables an easy

comparison to be made of all the values stored for a

particular potential describing a particular diatomic

interaction.
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The use made of this program will be twofold.

Firstly, by comparing one stored potential for a system

with another for the same system, a check for possible

errors in extraction and storing can be made. Secondly,

it will present the potential data in a form which can be

easily evaluated by our outside consultant experts.

Experience has shown the necessity of a careful

check on the data stored and with the database of

potentials now almost complete this can now be carried

out with the use of this program.
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Example of Numerical Data Editing Program CI74

This program alters or deletes complete potentials.

Complete potentials refer to statelist, reference record

and potential record. If more than one st--;tion is

being changed at any time, they must be taper. in the

following order:-

I. Statelist

2. Reference Record

3. Potential Record

The potential record is made up of five small

sections and the program considers each one in turn and

makes the appropriate alterations. If the potential

record has been found to be useless, then the complete

potential is eliminated.

We here give a typical conversation between the

user and the program CI24 when we, for example, make the

following changes: -

I. Eliminate a potential

2. Change a state name

3. Change a reference

4. Change an actual potential value.

Lines such as

CI24: POTENTIAL ADDRESS

or

MCS: C124 (CORE: 12032)

show the output en the teletype to the user from the

programs CI24 and MCS (the time-sharing control program

supervising the execution of C124) respectively, while

a line like

: 51947

shows information input by the user.

I
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. ERUN,CI24

11CS: 0 I24 (CORE: 12032)

0I24: POTENTIAL ADDRESS?

51947

0124: ELIMI%ATE A POTENTIAL?

YES

C124: (I) BUCKET NO OF STATE? (2) STATE NO? (3) PREVIOUS

POTENTIAL ADDRESS? (THIS IS ZERO IF FIRST POTENTIAL

IN STRING IS BEING ELIMINATED) (4) NEXT °OTENTIAL

ADDRESS? (THIS IS ZERO IF LAST POTENTIAL IN STRING

IS BEING ELIMINATED)

98 1 51895 52575

CI24: ChANGE MORE POTENTIALS?

YES

C124: POTENTIAL ADDRESS?

49073

C'24: ELIMINATE A POTENTIAL?

NO

CI24: WHICH TYPE OF ALTERATION? GIVE NUMBER ONLY (CHANGES

TO EACH COMPLETE POTENTIAL MUST BE IN THE ORDER

GIVEN) (I) STATELIST (2) REFERENCE RECORD

(3) POTENTIAL RECORD

I

CI24: 3UCKE1 NO? STATE NO?

127 I

C124: NEW STATE NAME?

HG HE X

C124: HG HE X

0124: MORE ALTERATIONS TO SAME POTENTIAL?

YES

C124: WHICH TYPE OF ALTERATION? GIVE NUMBER ONLY

: 2

C124: TITLE OR ARTICLE?

LONG-RANGE INTERACTIONS OF MERCURY ATOMS

C124: LONG-RANGE INTERACTIONS OF MERCURY ATOMS

C124: AUTHOR NAME(S)? JOURNAL NAME? ETC.

W.C. cTWALLEY S. H.L. KRAMER J. CHEM. PHYS. 49,

5555 (1968)

CI24: MORE ALTERATIONS TO SAME POTENTIAL?

YES

I



C124: WHICH TYPE OF ALTERnTION? GIVE NUMBER ONLY
: 3

C124: CHANGE ACTUAL POTENTIAL VALUES?
YES

C124: NEW VALUE?

: 15.30

C124: 15.30

C124: CHANGE MORE POTENTIALS?

NO

CI24: HALTED:- 00

: EENDJOB.



4. Ac,SESS:4ENT OF PkESENT POSITIoN

In assessing the present position of the numerical

databank we looked separately at the three branches of the
work, viz. data extraction,'potential representation and
retrieval and manipulation.

With the extraction of the interatomic potentials

now almost complete there are three separate matters to be
dealt with in the future. Firstly, the data base of

interatomic potentials once competed must be kept up to
dat, with all new publications. Secondly, a check of

the stored potentials must be made bcth to ensure no

errors have been made in storing and also to complete, with

the help of our outside consultants, the evaluation of
the data. Finally the subsidiary data bases of quantities
such as oscillator strengths and polarizabilities must be
created.

The problem of obtaining a satisfactory representation

of the potential energies to enable manipulative

procedures to ue readily applied to them continues to be
the most difficult one facing us. Our intention is to

continue to seek a form of the potential data to which

polynomials can be best fitted. Section 3.2 gave some

indication of the "reduced" form of potential curves

which have so far oeen tried. Should no such suitable

"reduced" form be obtained a straightforward interpolation

procedure using the stored potential points will be used
as an alternative.

Finally, the retrieval and manipulation side of the
system in its present form not only allows for the
retrieval of the stored potentials in tabular sets of

chosen co-ordinates and/or their respective off-line

graphical representations but has made a start towards the

inclusion of programs for deriving useful results from
tnese potentials. To date, part of a large program for

calculating transport properties of gases to any accuracy

has been implemented into the system; this allows for

the on-line calculation of deflection angles (section 3.3).

However, whilst the deflection angle procedure and other

identifiable parts of the intended large transport
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property program can ze implemented in an on -line mode,

it is not practical to air at including tle complete

program in this way; instead we aim to ue aule to

initiate it via a remote jou entry, similar to the

graphplotting program (section 3.3).

We hope further to encourage the future use of our

system by allowing users not just to avail themselves of

the fixed number of operations that we have incorporated

but also to be able to extract and, if nece.ssary,

manipulate with our data up to the point where they can

then store it into their own personal files and apply their

own suite of programs to it.

In conclusion, a significant new dimension to the

system is ueginning to blossom. No longer do we think

of our system just as a tool for storing numbers, rather

we believe the true value of the system lies in the dynamic

concepts of allowing tne .iser to apply nis own initiative

in obtaining further data. The desirability of sucn

features can only be judged by experience.



Appendix Al

t10JECTS

r The Queen's University of 8e.fast, N. Ire.and.

.laic been de..atit.p.r.; a:
sity, 8.:fast. for nearly t..e yea's. a reference retrieval
ar.d a rJmerical data system. P.ather than provide a
ore. tneSS S::rv.t..0 d so, c,ter for

s:41c type ofi.es, aiin at oiferingi tit:mole service to
the wria is prpdrec to 0....d up his on profile inter-
2C1 'n r.; 1.'51 ne oi,r reference

evil piciiect and then the numerical data retrieval project.

2. CUC8fRO REFERENCE PROJECT

fir
f.rs: scrutinizing the literature, but even as

reci nto as jour or five years ago. tnere did not appear to
..2 --a :. o' :ts be found. We then dec.ded to develop

.n this way we hoped to discover the
< arIVOIIPd for nuts iv.' As our SVSIPT evolved. The

e result of our efforts v.3s the implementation of an
'_-xperimental system. which has been operational for

era three years, and on which we have been developing
ever since.

The essence of the -ndevino side of the system consists of a
et- nverted-tit'e and abstract -fife- Although we retrieve

ie'ri ---t for a variety or scientific subjects our main data
today consists of approximately 3.500 atomic and

reolec..'ar physics abstracts along with their associated
references. These abstracts are extracted directly from bi-
monthly lnspec tapes, which we have been receiving for the
past 18 months or so. Prior to this our content matter was
t..-cri from scientific books, namely their titles and chapter
h:Jc.ngs togerrer with the bibliographic details of each book.
v.e first .relaxed our local departmental computer science
library and since then we have indexed similar libraries in
pnys. , .rid appheo mathematics. Alongside the indexing of
the libraries we began extracting papers taken from
Insp:x tapes; freewill the sentences of the abstracts belonging
to tn.: ,-.;z4..crs in a s.m.lar manner to :ha: already adopted for
the capter headings of the books. In this way the basic indexing
design needed little change. A list of the Inspec tape subject
headings whicn we use is given in Figure 1.

13.00 Atomic and Molecular Physics

13.20 Atoms

13.23 Hydrogen and Helium Atoms

13.25 Isotopes

13.30 Molecules

13.31 Inorganic Molecules

13.37 Intermolecular Mechanics

FIGURE 1. Inspec Headings for Physics Classification

We have in a special report, SRG, an up-to-date alphabetical
erint-out of the dictionary as exists in our atomic and molecular
ptercs data base file at present; along with some additional
statistical information.

;

0 Paper read at NATO luimer School
Retrieval Systems.

We have attems .e; trrrt oar .

pilot system under the to cw rig design criteria:

(al Self ....struct.ve

(la) Striiii'e to use

(c) Rapiu Response

(d) Effective to use

(e) Minimum Cost

(f) Efficiency of Storage

1g) Minimisation of dose accesses

FIGURE 2.

For detailed descriptions of these headings I refer iou
elsewhere (Refs. 1 & 21. It is my intention to ou: Ane .
facilities offered by trle system ano to incec.ite how -t
it are influencing the on-tone conversational ser,rchu-g
The best way to do this is to show you a brief itru:rr;.:..,n
(rogues 3) of whata user might experience during a zy;...zf
search. I have chosen as a data base the atomic ar
physics abstracts extracted from the Inspec tapes ant;
on our foxed disc store. Although the system is ei.mc
being self-explanatory, I will first outline the facilities that
are offered.

The title and abstract records (or title and chapter headings
ret.ardsi can be retrieved using a key phrase consisting of up
to 8 words and the possible alternatives offered are:

(a) a further modification of tne user's key phrase to ex,...no
or contract the set of documents retrieved;

(b)the set of sentences (or chapter headings) containing
the keywords;

(c) the complete abstract of the documents;

(di the citations of the documents, i.e. the title, author.
publisher, volume and issue number.

These points can be seen in the following example:

on Online Mechanised Information



BIRD . KEY?

CROCS SECTION

(JIRO : KEY: 107 DOCS/ 206 HDS

BIRD : R, H, T, OR M7 (The options were:
( R: refcrenc2s

M ( H: headings
( T: text of abstract

9IRD : KEY? (M: more keys

HYDROGEN ATOM

BIRD I: NEW KEY: 27 DOCSI43 HDS

BIRD : INTERSECTION: 8 DOCS/ 21 HDS

BIRD : UNION: 126 DOGS/ 244 HDS

BIRD:: N, I, P OR UT (The options were:
I N: documents of new key

I I I: intersection of documents
( P: documents for previous key

BIRD : R, H, T OR Mt_ ( U: documents for new and previous key

M

BIRD : KEY/

PROTON IMPACT

ELECTRON CAPTURE

BIRD: N, I, P OR U7

I

BIRD : R, H, T OR M7

T

BIRD : PRINT OUT OF ABSTRACT

FIGURE 3. SAMPLE OF BIRO PROGRAM



3. 7.....)DA'IP l',...^.-1CAL PROJECT

:C data S.,o!'; after
tnce we Oe'leved

a n.,r m e :0 3 S,CerZ.:.1,, 5,4.(,uently
.5 y :r rL.rneNc.. the:e rea".y req,brcil. To take

: of felr,Z4J1 c. titete gcal, ne 10,24 that the
'-J:' re daJ ...scrn cou a otter would be

us...- Gly r r ni,n-Pets,U.? J Je Z.b"2 -,.ar.i; th tr.t r...rh:JerS to L.3Ict.tale resultsrc IC, in a tr,t place. After (oar years experience
..onficterit that th.s 4 i.rossible.

we started ri 5. a-5 dec sad ID store interatomic
its as ntJmitriczt data for our r.ccorch. Since we had an
mathematics de.--artrr...-tt wh.ti specia'ised in atomic and.c. ph.,.t..cs fe't th:' n:-_;'1 be able to offer someo' experrientz.: :.eri..Ce to is members who in turn could

t.t by prove.: r; w.th c:itical 1.cdback from the system.Tcc:ev trs.neln;t cf such a system .s Operational and has
Lc_ 'o. I.-do years. Le the reference retrieval system, theoo-at an of recuires little or no knowledge on the Dart of the

. comrnan.cotes uy answering ri-.altiple-choice questions inE:_ s Current.y the system adows retrieval from a data bank of
Ch0,e 500 interatomic potentials. The design of this system
nas very much dctated by the stri.cture of the data itself,
wch I "MI row briefly outline and then mention some of the
fa... .e.ea offered. For mo-e detailed information I refer you to the
.nn,.a. report (Fief. 31 and to Ref. 4.

Eacn r of atoms can be in any of an infinite number of states,
tric .lexcited state being classed as the 'ground state'. For each

e :he is a potential lane:ion yin, 0<r<00 which
rccrc..-er:s the forces between tha two atoms. Approximations
t.) Vrr;,,..er d,fierent ot r are out, ined by both

.-.e experimental mains. There are many approxi-
ri cdrerer.: r...-es of a uy dalcient people and ,o

bi.terent accuracies. An olustration of v.hat a potential looks
e eon he scan in Flute 4, ln_the data bank arc stored all the

t-patenti.,:s that can be obtained from the literature:
"- 2 fe1-r'N1CeS are otraincd ma-rity from Physics Abstracts, thosefrom :965-70 be- scanned to date. The fits can be tabular sets
cl s.I,es or coefficients to be inserted in pre-defined formulae.
Th. k. :to is stored in atomic units but it can be retrieved in any
des-e f units from relevant information like accuracy, range of
va.iddy and source.

The system in its present form allows for the retrieval of any of
the stored potentials. As well as the rar,ges and accuracies
(courted the units can be changed to suit the needs of the user,
The user can have an offline graph of the potential if he wants
it and/or a pseudopInt of it on.line. Presently programs to
derive useful results from the potentials, like the transport
properties uf gases, are being included. Such programs are
already in existence but cefore they can be used a means has
to be found to derive from the different fits a smooth representationof the potential over the whole range O<r< 00. Among other thingsthis curve fitting problem illustrates the kind of problem we are
experencirg in this system, but once again we remain confident.
An iliustration of the pilot on4ine system is given in Figure 5



FIGURE 4.

I.

i

i 1

1 I1

I

short intermediate I long
Irange range range

I

I

Typical shape of an interatomic potential.
The dashed lines give a rough idea of the
boundaries between the short, intermediate,
and long range regions of the potential.
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DAMP : TYPE YOUR TWO ATOMS

U !I

DAMP : LI ST OF STATES STORED FOR LI H

DAMP : 1 LIH X 1 SIGMA

DAMP : 2 LIH B 1 PI

DAM? : 3 LIH A 1 SIGMA +

DAMP : 99 ANY OTHER STATE

DAMP : WHICH?

2

DAMP : ENERGY AND LENGTH UNITS?

A.U. A.U.

DAMP : OPTIONS?

7

DAMP : THE OPTIONS ARE

DAMP : 1 PART{ CU LAR FIT(S)

DAMP : 2 BEST POTENTIAL

DAMP : 3 ALL THE FITS STORED

DAMP : 4 VALUES IN A CHOSEN RANGE

2

DAMP : GRAPH?

NO

DAMP : NO. OF POINTS AND RANGE?

10 1.0 4.0

DAMP : VALUES OF BEST FIT

DAMP : R(A.U.) V(A.U.)

DAMP : 0.1000E 01 0.9647E 00

. .
DAMP : PSEU OOP LOT?

YES

DAMP : 0.9647E 00

0.5127E 00 ...
.

NO 00 M. SO OM 1116 OM OM.* 00

i0.6070E01 .....s........ .........".... ....... -- .., ..... .................... ....Oft..WOOS

DAMP : MAN I PU LATE?'

NO

FIGURE 5. Example of DAMP Program



In cone icon, the data system is not in as ziclvanced sta5e of
opal-it as toe reference syster^ which has hJd several

1,tg local ..nd abroad. This expertencr has helped us
tI,e type of user IJii;u-ig.2. hz..t is nr, ed, b J NC now
:hat our inclexins appri,ech nLs so be greatly unproved.
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Append ix A2,

REPORT TO OSTI ON THE NATO SUMMER SCHOOL ON ON -LINE
INFORMATION RETRIEvAL SYSTEMS

attended by

I) barraclough, Newcastle University, L Higgins, Queens University,

HelfilA, I M: Cracker, UkCIS, Nottingham University, C J van Rijsbergen,

Cambridge UniversiL)

The Organisation of the Course

The Summer SeLool was split into parts; the first week consisted of formal

,E.csentationr, by invited speakers. These were very much a survey of the state

4 the art of on-line systems at tne present time. During this first week very

little time was allowcd for discussion and only questions of clarifications

:ere answered during the lectures. In practice most of the information

presenitd war not controversial so this d-Al not raise too many problems.

in the second w,ek brief presentations were made by members of the course,

generally on work that was actually in progress. The remainder of the week was

I Sian t, on wool discussions ,overing the main areas of the subjeci. Three

I' the 0;;TE supported part. ipants gave talks on the work they were doing and

No sat on Je in the evenings uemonstrations were arranged of the

wuILIng on-Line systome. NLM's 11 nine uas demonstrated on-liue to Sweden; the

s:: stem was demonstrated t Ple a video terminal over dial up line to Culham

Lahorstorv; tho flewcastle Medlar -Tstem was demonstrated from a 2741 to the

computer at N,,wcast11,,; and the Pt tacentralen system was demonstrated to the

e,flouter in eentr al Conenhagen. A demonstration of both the Belfast reference

rol,,eve! qy:-.eiri and numerical date system was also given using the Culham video

leimIlist. It wss not po-,Ablo ti ;ilk up to the Spires-system at Stamford doe to

11;comrd! o;ittio:: between thP mo.4%s in Europe and thosc, in the US. The formal

pHrt el the cwIrse was thus very well organised. However, is generally the

:lulormal par, Liszt proves most valuable, and here we suffered as there were no

comowat. Citing facilities at the student home where we were staying. As a result

tho group tended to disperse in tne evenings, in particular most of the lecturers

eisippesred into Copenhagen and were not available for informal discussions.

Proceedings of the Summer School will be published in due course.

The main a-qqs covered

The formal presentations could be divided into a section on thg theory behind
information retrieval systems which were mainly concerned with clustering
techniques; secondly the hardware available in current computing systems and
its impact or information retrieval systems. Here the emphasis was on the cost
and speeds of storage media and transmission facilities. The third topic was

the design and implementation of the systems where the concern was mainly with
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the user interface. The last major area was the managemeu, ad the evaluation
of these systems.

Theoretical Aspects

Conventionally the information retrieval literature distinguishes broadly
between three types of file organisation: sequential, inverted and clustered.
The distinction is often convenient but can be misleading. Each type is in
fact a special case of a clustered file-structure.

A clustered file structure eonsi3ts of two things, a set of clusters and a
set of cluster representatives (commonly

called centroids) where a cluster

representative characterises (summarises) the cluster. A moment's thought
will show that an inverted file is'a'primitive clustering. In fact it is a
clustering in which each cluster is represented by one and only one index

telai. The clusters also overlap to an arbitrary extent. Similarly, a sequential
file is an extreme c.ise of a clustered file - each cluster contains only one
document and is represented by the index teAms of that document. The point here
is that n clustered ftle is not different in kind from an inverted file but in
tis

tree.

The debate as to which of these file structures to use for on -line document
retrieval has now Centered about the inverted versus the clustered file. It is
accepted now that for on-line document retrieval sequential files are inadequate.
The response time is too slow although the effectiveness may be greater than that
achieved with an inverted file. Se, a major advantage of the inverted file is

retrieval speed. However, it has been shown that retrieval based on
hicrarehi,- wieument clustering can achieve the effectiveness of a linear search
fodowed vy rt.oKing. rotetially cluster-based retrieval is more effective then
;my rank.qg mctkud. Intuitively

this follows from the fact that clustering brings
together ,iceuiwnts relevant to the same queries while at the same time separating
the rele. ant from the non-relevant. The experimental results supporting this
cl!lim twist be viewed with caution since they have only been obtained on
relatively small data-bases.

Professor Salton criticised the use of inverted files on a number of grounds. The
fiiAt of these (in which he was supported by Mr Cleverdon) is that inverted
flies are nothing more than glorified peek-a-boo systems. The implication being
that we are not exploiting aemputer technology to the fullest extent but are
thong the same techniques for information retrieval as were used before computers
were introduced. The second objection is that inverted files limit one to Boolean
searches whereas it has now been established that ranking methods, using
sophisticated matching functions, are more effective. Thirdly it Is impossible
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to implement feedback procedures when operating on an inverted file. Fourthly
one is stuck with a static indexing system since it is costly to update en

inverted file with respect to indexing. Professor Salton claims 'that the answer
to all these problems lies in automatic document clustering. Unfortunately

clustered file structures have only been tried on a relatively small scale,

an.] only in an experimental environment. It would seem that the testing of

au:omatic document clustering on a large data-base is long overdue. It is true

thftt the clustered files require an in .tai investment of order nlogn to n
2

in

CH) time for its construction but then the construction of a flexible inverted
file is not cheap either. The extra performance and flexibility achieved from

a clustered file would seem worth it.

Nevertheless, it was not universally accepted that clustering was necessarily
the hes method t structuring files. Some people felt it dangerous to let

users have control of the data base structure without completely understanding

it. Two large operational systems using inverted file techniques were those

illustrated by Professor Parker using the Spires system and by Dr Katter and
Mr McCarn using 'vhe Medlars system.

Madame Wolff-Terrorne gave a survey of some clustering methods. Unfortunately
the survey was very sketchy and did not contain any of the theoretical results
obtained in the last three to four years. She discussed her use of clustering

in keyword clasification which was mainly based on the work done by K Sparck
o.ws. Unfortunately no attempt was made to evaluate the experimental work
except by visual inspeetion of the c Ossifications.

Mndome Wolff-Terroine in her presentation also hinted at the difficulty of

otomati,:ftlly the content units to describe a document. Mr Cieverdon

olohorat,"I en this difficulty by stating that it was not possible to consider
thq, :ipecificity of the content units independent of the level of exhaustivity
or the document description.

Hardware

Dr Helms from the Computing Centre gave a series of talks on the capabilities

or both the hardware and software of present computing systems. He estimated
Ihat in Europe we were still two years behind the US. One area where vast

improvement could be foreseen is in the provision of large computer stores.

For example, a store of 1012 bits is quoted as costing $106. The problem with

Information retrieval, systems is not only the size of the store required but
the data transfer rate between the storage device, the computer and the user.

Matching these is the problem of the software designer. Dr Helms quoted some

figures giving the times in man-years required to implement operating systems.
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For example, IBM's OS system took 5000 man-years of effort to reach its

present state. The complexity of such a sys.bem can affect its reliability

and when one is running an on-line system with many remote users reliability

is all important. Unfortunately for designers of on-line retrieval systems

it is not possible to control the operating system that is being used. This

rather than the information retrieval system itself could well be the major

area of difficulty.

Desivi and Implementation

Or Katter of Systems Development Corporation described the requirements for

the design of an on-line system. He considered this from a commercial point

of view in that they were concerned met only to provide a working system that

was attractive to the user but also to make such a system economically viable.

The main topics that were considered were the maintenance of the data-base, that

is how to validate the data being added and how to control the size of the data-

base by selecting items to be purged. This last problem really had no

satisfactory solution. Also on the control side one required statistics showing

the usage of the system. One needed facilities for file security and in a

commercial system for accounting and billing. For the user of the system one

clearly had to provide searching capability and here the interface with the

user was all important. The user also needed the facility to print a sample

of the citations on the file and options in the form of the output. Many of

the systems being demonstrated showed the facilities that were described.

Ndnagement and Evaluation

Two speakers covered these topics: Mr McCarn from the National Library of

Wiicine was concerned with the management of a large system and Professor

Lancaster from University of Illinois talked about evaluation methods. The

main problems wila management of such systems are in the communications area.

With many users spread throughout the United States they could not afford to

contact individuals in the case of a breakdown of the system. Nor could they

afford to use the normal telephone network for communicating over such vast

distances. Both these problems have very little to do with the computer or the

software system that is running on it. They are almost entirely a communications

problem arising from the fact that data communication of this type takes a much

longer time .nd uses a telephone line very inefficiently compared with normal

speech. The solution that they are attempting in the States is the provision

of networks of lines controlled by small computers which can pack messages and

thus communicate much more efficiently. This also partially solves the problem
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of machine breakdown in that the user can get information from the

cl,,amunications network or he can be transferred to a different machine. In

tie United Kingdom there are no working networks covering a wide area and

the Post Office's plans for such a system are very remote. The need for

better and cheaper communicatio;,s is obvious when one considers the costs

of running a search on the Medline system. This dropped to as low as ;1.5 if

30 people were using it simultaneously.

Professor Lancaster gave a survey of the various on-line systems available

and the requirements from an on-line system. He felt that despite the

inaccuracy in the measurements of precision and recall these were the only

L.nsurements that could be used fo1 testing systems and maintained that a

user on-line could by sampling the file increase his precision and save a

lot of computer time by not doing abortive searches. He advocated ranking

the output so that the user saw the most specific documents first. This was

pirticularly important in the on-line system where the number of documents a

n.,er would see would be relatively small.

Panel Discussions

Four main areas of on-line systems were discussed, first the.training of users

and here there was some difference of opinion concerning the use of computer

aided instruction techniques for this type of system. At present the only

people actually training users are Medline where the National Library of

Medicine spends three weeks training librarians. Most of this was not spent on

Life computer system but rather on understanding the Mesh vocabulary and tne

indexing requirements. The librarians attending the Summer School felt that

it should be possible to train for the general use of on-line systems and not

for a particular system.

The next panel discussion was concerned with the interface between the user of

the system. There seemed to be no panacea and no clear way of distinguishing a

good system from a bad system. Devising an experiment to compare two systems

would be very difficult.

File organisation was another topic and the only lesson to be learnt was that

different types of file are suitable for different file sizes and methods of

u'w. No-one had done any cost analysis relating tofile type and size. This was

always left to the system implementor and at present the amount of theory is

very limited. The final panel discussion was on cooperation between libraries.

The situation in the United States seems even less hopeful than it is hors, one
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of the reasons perhaps being that they have too much money. A plea was put in

for the extension of British MARC to cover the European literature as well.

Cooperation on on-line systems seems only possible on a cost basis for the

libraries in one locality.

The Future of on-line Systems

It was clear by the end of the Summer School that on-line systems where the

11:.or interrogated the system himself had come to stay. The most fruitful area

for research would seem to be in designing systems for the interrogation of

more than one data base. It was also felt that the user did not need to have

access to the complete retrospective file. He wanted only a few relevant

references to begin with. Retrospective searching could then be done if
. .

necessary at a later date on a batch system.

Areas requiring further investigation

It was apparent that there was a need to test the theory of information

systems in a real situation. Clustered files are potentially more flexible

and effective than inverted files. The evidence for this is pretty slim so

far being based only on small files. It is essential that more research is

done to prove (or disprove) this claim. One way this can be done is by

mounting a large scale automatic clustering experiment.

The user oriented research for which a need became apparent was on the

application of on-line systems to more than one data base. There seemed to

be two levels that could be distinguished. The actual interrogation of a large

data base from a formulated query and the assistance for the user during the

formulation process. At present attempts are made to include both facilities

in one system with the emphasis on different aspects according to the apparent

needs of the users. For example, the Medline system concentrated initially on

interrogation of the data base while the Newcastle Medlars system was concerned

with user assistance. For large scale systems it is clearly more efficient to

keep the tutorial aids to a minimum, thus reducing the message processing

requiremen ts.

A method of overcoming this conflict in requirements is to provide tutorial

aids nn a satellite computer system. Thus, the user would for tutorial purposes

interact with the satellite computer, and would only interrogate the central

data bank when he had reached a predefined level of proficiency. Figure 1 shows

such a dual system:
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Central
Data Bank
System

Satellite

Computer system
with tutorial

aids

7

User

5--

Figure 1

User

The flexibility that this approach can give is best illustrated when the central
. .

data-bank system comprises several data-bases as shown in Figure 2 below:

CAS data base

Central Data Bank System

INSPEC
data base

BA
data base

MEDLARS
data base

114rAppoil-):."111r
Satellite

Computer system
with tutorial

aids for chemists

/--

Chemist Chemist

Figure 2

Satellite comput ©r
system with

tutorial aids for
medics

Each of the above satellite systems
can be independently developed to enable

a user - chemist or medic - to interface to any of the data-bases within the

central data-bank using the language of his own subject area. Note that each

satellite system will probably employ similar initial tutorial aids such as

data-base description. Further advantages that can be realised by this

approach are as follows:

a) Satellite systems can be developed as user needs dictate without affecting

the operations of the antral data-bank system and satellite already being
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served by it.

b) Satellite systems, like the Newcastle University on-line Medlars system

and Belfast's on-line Inspec system, have demonstrated that.such systems

can be developed and tested before the large central data-bank system is

developed. Therefore there is no reason why development should not begin

on satellite systems for other data-bases/user groups.

Problem Areas

A problem facing any designer of an on-line system is that of the availability

of telecommunications software. For users of the current range of ICL computers

this software is primitive. To develop an effective on-line system with such

computers will require considerable resouroes to bring the basic telecommunications

software up to an operational level.

There are two major reasons why existing manpower resources should not be

utilised in this manner and they are:

a) ICL are in the process of producing a replacement for the current range of

computers and this may render any telecommunications software developed

obsolete on the new range of machines.

b) Telecommunications software development is an area of syst'ems design and

programming which should be viewed by us in much the same way as we view

the development of compilers and operating systems.

It would be more fruitful to employ whatever manpower resources there are

rivaili.)le in developing those aspects of on-line information retrieval which
are germane to our current expertise and interest. This can only be achieved
if such development '.rcrk is carried out on hardware which has adequate

telecommunications software support. Adopting this policy, we can still retain
the initiativa that systems such as the Newcastle on-line Medlars system has

given us.

The other problem that we are faced with in this country is the lack of data

communication facilities at a reasonable price. It would be possible to design
a data network and predict what the oost of its use would be but as we are

wholly dependent upon the GPO for communications facilities such a network

must be many years off. In the meantime we perhaps have to accept that on-line

searching is going to be expensive but if we are going to retain any expertise

in this field we must continue with this work.



Appendix A3

*
The BIRD On-line Retrieval System

L. D. Hi7,gins

Department of Computer Science

At Belfast we have been develonine an on-line ,--efe,- --nce r-tr,-v:11

system, ;iIRD. At present (September 1972) the BIRD data ease allow-

retrieval from more than 5,000 recent papers taken from the physic:: bstracts

section of the bi-monthly Inspec tapes or. Atomic and Mo1Pcular Physics.

A sceondary data base allows retrieval from the books in three 1oc-11

departmental libraries, namely numerical mathematics and computer ,cience,

physics,and applied mathematics - altogether about 1,000 books.

The talk proposes to outline the facilit.es BIRD offers to users,

to discuss some of the problems that have arisen in implementing -,nd

maintaining BIRD, and to offer some guidelines of'user needs' as -xper-

ienced by users of BIRD.

* Paper read at the Universities Computer Science Colloquium
held In Edinburgh from September 19th to 22nd, 1972.
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Circle (1) shows what data is selec",-d for -ri- ec

data file and for the cecenaary book data file. : w2.1i 'o d- h ::our

attention for a moment to an-,toer illustration which shov,s re the

subject classification headings that we extract fro the ThJpec

tales wi-ich we 11ve been receiving for the n-3t e crhiten

IJSRX HEADE;3-S FOR PHYSICS (31,3:.12TcY7lor /ode
1

Returning now to the former illustration:

QUOBIRD SYSTEM OVERVIEVT

Circle (2) shows the actual data itself that is extracted fr.)- r;ach

book and from each Inspec tape record.

Circle (3) shoos the machine readable format of the data br::'o beihg

transferred to disc. The information from the books is y.mcbed on'o cards
tyre

in an IIIC/format. I think it is worth mentioning h;re for the bo--fit 91'

those familiar with ':IC that we do not impose the censtr ints dr-7:1 by

the VIC format. By that I mean that all the fields witlin each

unit record are variable lengths. This, of course, is more in .:ern L- with

the TIRC type format in which the already establishe5 IN2P7,C data t7..

records are composed. I might add here that the reason for using '1C t:rre

format in the first place was that we thought at the beginning (when we

started our whole project by indexing the books in the computer science

departmental library) that we might want to use the ?!IC package system for

producing catalo;,:ues and so forth. However, after closer consideration we

did not think th's worthwile.
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Theoretica: Aspects

Circle (5) impledented by circle (4.) shows the file organisation

that makes up the QUOBIRD files.

OVERALL FILE STRUCTURE

This illustration shows the data file content and structure more clearly.

It is a three-levelled inverted file processed by a hash indexing technique.

Back again to the first illustration:

QUOBIRD SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Circles (6), (7) and (8) bring us back now to the on-line retrieval

program, BIRD.

The facilities offered by BIRD can only truely be judged by a real-

time on-line demonstration. 'fowever, since this is not on today's

programme allow me instead to tell you a little more about BIRD and then

I will show you a sample printout of what a novice user might experience

during a typical on-line INSPEC data base search and what the experienced

user might achieve durin43 the same search.

The BIRD system is:

Fill -Text:

Every word (except those on the indexer-judged "noise word exclusion

list") is indexed at the word level as a searchable term.

On-line:

The BIRD system operates in a real-time environment and uses the

ordinary GPO telephone line as the communications link between user and

system.

a
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Interactive:

The full-text concept and on-line mode of operation permit a

high degree of interaction between the user and the infomatler. with

which he is working.

We have attempted to implement our present experimental pilot

system ,Inder th. follewing design criteria.

DESIGN CRITERIA

The Jser comiunicates with the system in ordinary iglish, and the

dialogue guides hi-, through ,teach step of the research and retrieval

rroeess. '-?or example, in resnonse to the entry of a set of search

terms, the system reports to the user the number of documents which

satisfy his request and asks him whether he wishes to display the

material or modify his search with additional terms.

The sy.otem's man-machine interface has been designed for simple

yet effective operation. User braining is minimal and Pxperience by

users has shown that one search session of half an hour is sufficient

to be familiar with the mechanics of the system. We have, in addition,

a small user manual which is easily read prior to a search or, if need

he, referred to during a search. Other features of the system include

a user help command facility, where a user can ask for guidance if he

doesn't understat a prompt.

1
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INSPEC '7ADINIS FOR PHYSICS CLASSIFICATION

13.00 ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR PHYSICS

13.20 ATOMS

13.23 HYDR07::;1N AND HELIUM ATOMS

13.25 ISOTOPES

13.30 MOLECULES

13.51 INORGANIC MOLECULES

13.37 INTOLEC'ILAR 1ECHANICS
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DESIGN CRITERIA

SELF INSTRUCTIVE

SIMPLE TO USE

RAPID RESPONSE

EFtzCTIVE TO USE

MINIMUM COST

EFFICIENCY OF STORAGE

MINEaSING DISC ACCESSES
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Sample Display of a Novice Search

BIRD: INTERACTIVE SUBJECT INDEX OF ATOMIC AND MOL. PHYSICS RECORDS
BIRD: ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH THE SYSTEM?

NO
BIRD: TYPE "?" IF YOU NEED MORE INFORMATION AT ANY STAGE.
BIRD: TYPE "X" IF YOU GIVE UP AND TISH TO STOP THE PROGRAM AT ANY TIME.
BIRD: TYPE "A" IF YOU TANT ANOTHER SEARCH AT ANY TIME.
BIRD: KEY?

: ?

BIRD: TYPE A PHRASE, NO :.'TORE THAN 8 WORDS. THIS (KEY) WILL BE USED AS A
BIRD: UNIT FOR COMPARISON IN A SEARCH OF TITLES AND SUB HEADS .S
BTRD: KEY?

: ARGON
BIRD: KEY: 223 DOCS / 347 HDS
BIRD: R,S,AB OR M?

: ?

BIRD: R: LIST OF REFERENCES REQUIRED
BIRD: S: HEADINGS THAT CONTAIN THE KEYS
BIRD: AB: FULL TEXT OF ABSTRACT
BIRD: M: MORE KEY WORDS TO BE INCLUDED TO LIMIT OR INCREASE THE

NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS RETRIEVED
BIRD: R,S,AB OR M?

: M
BIRD: KEY?

: EMISSION LINES
BIRD: KEY: 60 DOCS 78 HDS
BIRD: INTERSECTION: 4 DOCS / 22 HDS
BIRD: UNION: 279 DOCS / 419 HDS
BIRD: N,I,P OR U?

9
. .

BIRD: N: THE DOCUMENTS FOR THE Ni E KEYS
BIRD: I: THE DOCUMENTS COMMON TO THESE AND PREVIOUS KEYS
BIRD: P: THE DOCUMENTS FOR THE PREVIOUS KEYS
BIRD: U: THE DOCUMENTS FOR BOTH THE NEW AND PREVIOUS KEYS
BIRD: N,I,P OR U?

: I

BIRD: R,S,AB OR M?
X

BIRD: THANK YOU AND ;00D DAY
BIRD: DELETED:- OK

LENDJOB
MCS : MCS (CORE: 640)
MCS : CONNECT TIME 6:06 MILL TIME 0:933 DISC TRANSFERS 51
MCS : LOGOUT LINE 2 MCPF AEGD1254 12/37/54 15/09/72



Multi-Term Clarification

Simplest and mort precise search involves a query about a

subject which can be specifically described in a phrase,

e.g. dissociative electron attachment in carbon dioxide.0
A constraint on the number of documents recalled is imposed

by using keywords in a phrase which must occur within a sentence

to be rccor:ied as a hit, e.g.

PIA IIEY?

: RESONANCE SCATTERING

BIRD: KEY: 16 DOCS / 19 HDS
-

BIRD: vEY?

: RESONANCE

BIRD: KEY: 198 DOCS / 301 HDS

BIRD: R, H, T OR :"1?

BIRD:

: SCATTERING

BIRD: N.77; 1CFY: 190 DOCS / 369 HDS

: INTIMECTION: 30 DOCS / 77 HDS

: UNION: 358 DOCS 650 HDS
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Sample Display of an Experienced Searcher

BIRD: INTERACTIVE SUBJECT INDEX OF ATOMIC AND MOL. PHYSICS RECORDS
BIRD: ARE Y1U FAMILIAR WITH THE SYSTEM?

: YES
BIRD: KEY?

: INERT GASES
BIRD: MY: 37 DOCS / 52 HDS
BIRD: R,S,AB OR M?

: M

BIRD: KEY?
: ARGON

BIRD: KEY: 223 DOCS / 347 HDS
BIRD: INTERSECTION: 5 DOCS / 12 HDS
BIRD: UNION: 255 DOCS / 397 HDS
BIRD: N,I,P OR U?

U
BIRD: R,S,AB OR M?

M

BIRD: IT,Y?

: ISOEUCTRONIC EMISSION LINES
BIRD: Y7Y: 3 DOCS 4 HDS
BIRD: INTERSECTION: 1 DOCS / 4 HDS
BIRD: UNION: 257 DOCS / 400 HDS
BIRD: N,I,P OR U?

: I

BIRD: R,S,AB OR M?
: S

BIRD: -TITLE:
BIRD: NEW OBSERVATIONS OF THE SPECTRA OF ARGON X TO XV AND OF ISOELECT
BIRD: RONIC EMISSION LINES IN SILICON VII TO X, PHOSPHCRUS X, SULPHUR
BIRD: IX TO XII AND CHLORINE X TO XIV
BIRD: T7IS PAPER REPORTS THE CLASSIFICATION OF SPECTRAL LINES OF COLOR
BIRD: IX TO XIV ANT) OF ARGON X TO XV EMITTED FROM THE PLASMA FORME
BIRD: D r! A THETA PINCH
BIRD: 111!: -AVELENGITS OF THE 2S/SUP 2/2P/SUP N/-2S2P/SUP N+1/ EMISSION
BIRD: LINES ENABLE THE CALCULATION OF GROUND TERM UiTERVALS IN THE SO
BIRD: LAR ABUNDANT ELEMENTS SILICON, SULPHUR AND ARGON
BIRD: THE M7ASURED INTERVAL IN A-2,GON XIV ADDS CONFITIATIOTI TO -E IDEN
MCS : BREAK: 6675 ON LINE LIMIT

: £RESUME
BIRD: TI?ICATION OF THE CORONAL FORBIDDEN LINE AT 4412 AA
BIRD: USEFUL?

: YES

BIRD: R,AB OR M?
R

BIRD: 'NEg OBSERVATIONS OF THE SPECTRA OF ARGON X TO XV AND OF ISOELEC
BIRD: RONIC EMISSION LINES IN SILICON VII TO X, PHOSPHORUS X, SULPHUR
BIRD: IX TO XII AND CHLORINE X TO XIV
BIRD: BY FAWCETT, B.C. GABRIEL, A.H. PAGET, T.M.
BIRD: REF.N0.=297750 PUBLISHED IN J. PHYS. B (GB) VOL. 4 NO.7 JIT

LY 1971
BIRD: S,AB OR M?

: X
BIRD: THANK YOU AND GOOD DAY
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Problems in Implementation and Maintenance include:

(a) System Security Requirements

(b) Text Editing Facilities Necessary

(c) System Expansion Requirements

(d) Hardware Failures

Guidelines for Future User Needs:

Backup r_s well as move forward capabilities

Greater Flexibility

Dictionary looku

SynonymsfORelated Terms*ASearchonymns Hierarchical Danger Words

HE: HELIUM
HE: Pronoun

Display

I
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The success or failure of a computerised on-line IR system dcpends on:

1. Hardware/0S software backup

2. The indexing language adopted

3. The indexing techniques involved

4. Good User Interface NePds

5. System Evaluation



Appendix A4

Penort on the Univr.rsit',es Oonnuter Science Collocuium hflld in

Edinbure:h from Sepze-nber 19th to 22nd,

Although the colloquium lasted only two and a half days there

was a heavy program covering a wide range of topics. These included

computer education, computer simulation, information retrieval,

programming languages and other miscellaneous topics. Probably the

most interesting parts of the programme were the invited lectures;

one by Professor Wirth on "Structured Programming" and another by

Professor M. Wilkes on "The Hardware/Software Interface".

Unfortunately another invited lecture on "Developments in the Theory

of Computation" to be given by Dr. P. Landin had to be cancelled.

or those of us from Belfast one of the highlights of the

programme was, of course, the talk on "The BIRD on-line reference

retrieval system" given by Larry Higgins. This was very well

received indeed. In addition, thanks to the Regional Computing

Centre in Edinburgh, -we had the unexpected opportunity to put on a

live demonstration of the BIRD system in operation. This created a

lot of interest and quite a number of the delegates were given the

opportunity of operating the system themselves.

J. Boyle

29th September 1972
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Appendix A5

.., ...- .

One of the most si;nificant aspec...s qf the 1972

attenten devoted ".;,-; ja.a in fields wnich rave raecntly co:':.,

o COD: 'n viz. Earth and ;:tmospherie sciences, Biolo,:ical

and Astrophysics, and vaigneering. The incli.sion of these nrw . _

al..ivercally .:elcomed nnd tne point was voiced tnat the ext.cnYLon of r;.7.,

aotivi..1s, and in particular its extension to non-quantative data, c.'.. =i

in a dilution of effort which would have a detrimental effect in the

fields oril;inally covered by CODATA.

Ditn

As in the 197C)aonference :_ere was some discussion of tho nrsIDim of

data evaluation altnough not as much. Possibly this was bscause , -

thnt 607.2 progress was being made. or,in some cases, because of

ation that in some fields it is not Possible, nor perhaps even to

divert the major effort which would be required into data ev,Iluatie:a.

A number of talks were devoted to the problem of setting

of publication which could be used by editors, referees and autnors tc

that the reader is informed of tho reliability of data oublished in a :_vLn
article. Benson (session II) described the progress being ma(.0 t'ne

o: Chemical Kinetics while 7/estrum (session II) suggested a throe levellca

structure of Publication rules; On the highest levci, apply:,ng to all

wo.uld be the basic rules or "ten commandments" for publiahins data. an

intermediate level there would be rules applying to specific fields ..hi; u -t

tne lowest level there would be detailed\rules applying to particular .reua
7..ithin a field. A CODATA task group is working on the se.. of

The conference edition of CODATA NZTSLETTER (number 8) contained a copy cf

a paper called"A guide to procedures for the publication of Thermodynam:..c

data".

D'ta Collections

The question was put as to whether in fact the effort s

s:.1-.ection of data is always d,iropted as effectively it Is



fr, th.r-o more

tI%oted? -_-ncrs to frcl that they
r J,

data collections. '::11k;ns(nesslun V) sPci that in

otrono-y they w-ro settin] up a d-ta centre an ;r4

a 4at- bank. '2he .s-nc,ion of the d- tom. centre would be to 6irr;Lt ;ser-.;

dota the' ;ore soo. ccuL. -oo found. From the mo.Ze c: .oe

data c;ntre at .:y-lc: 1,3 possible to determine rhether in fact a c";ata

Schaefer(session 1.7:T) ::isc..ssed the concept of a- Tnfor-:.-.,1

.1n-lysi!; Cent--o v.hoso function is to co-prnss ar,:5. evaluate data

to the dilution and pollution whiz:: occurs in the normal course of e- font:,.

The point was also made that the function of a data collection %. as no:. sim72y

to supply the user with data but also to highlight "holes" in kno= data and
to indicate potentially worthwhile areas of rose rch.

72nta and Coo-nuters

Criticism was expressed of the tendency for people to juno on the comL:uto:;

banes :axon and set up coputerised data banks in cases where other for:s cf dat-

collect_ons, such as books, might fulfil the needs of the scicntafac comm%ni-.y
morn efficiently. The point was rade that the computer was most -,ffoctive as
a means of storing data when, in addition to storing and. retrieving the clati,

tne manipulative powc2s of the computer were used to process the deta.

(session VI) suggested that many cuantities which were previously stored
in tab.slar form could now be most effectively stored by :.toring basic constants
and the software necessary to calculate the required quantities from the basic
constants.

Black (session II) stated that CODATA was setting up a rester or panel
of exerts in the field of oomputerised data storage from whom advice could
be as,:ed for by anyone considering setting up a computerized data bank. ..

is being held next year by CODATA for expa.s in the field of
coz:,u.Lerised data storage.

J. F. Boyle

July, 1972
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-72

at ".3r.nol Univorsity, 1 - /th

To Lecorod-te the la -e au.lionce a tont was elcct,;(1 t ;- r.

resentad :,-?re much too sm.711 for the njzo of the ;.hat r,r,y o2 1.,c

were difficult to follow.

There were canon:11y four parr13 el sessions coverin.;
c: f

tcpics. "Zany of tries° were of a snecialised use of. 1lLers

in ..rchitc:c-:-,ur:..1 desi-h" "The bul1dji- of operati.c.:s syserru, tc contro] uz,er

'.-orking in an on-line m)de".

Some lectures were given on infor: :tion retrieval

being one used 'by the U.S. Navy to monitor thc state r.na f
thr:Juz-hout the ,.rorld. This system used specially do.si nod

on o..7 any pc:rt of the world c-..n be flashed elan,: e

This 13 a very Complex system on which no expense is spare-d and .s.,st.-.,ms

these be confined to military establ. ishments for mr..ny years to C37;::.

A group from Helsinki Gave an interesting talk on edi-..-in;.; L:xt -
rapers. The computer hyphenated wor's and did some edit-in; oper:t-ions a1.-:,;-:1.-"-Ac 11y

but missoellin7, recluireft user intervention.

An exhibition of peripheral ecuipment was given. One of mo.,t nt,,fc.LL-
ing exhibits was a teletjpewriter which had a cassette tape it. on

could be stored e 1d edited on the tape and then, when error free,

to the computer at hich speed.

if. 0 'Para



Appendix A7

'`!UEEHISUNIV=SITYLIFORW-TIONSYST7'IS

Dear Sir,

References on Atomic and Molecular Physics

An information system for the retrieval of references on Atomic

and rolecul_r Physics is now available to all members of the University

through any teletype terminal or Visual Display Unit. A VDU is now in

the School of Applied Mathematics and Physics Library.

At present we have nearly 7,000 references in tha system, consisting

of rapers published over the last two or three years and we are up-to-date

with Physics Abstracts. each reference consists of an abstract and the

usual bibliographic details of author, jo,,Irnal title, volume, number, etc.

You are now invited to use the systerl. think it will be useful

to you and it should allow you to retrieve rapers after a search in greater
depth than is possible manualiy with Physics Abstracts. e would appreciate
your comments - good or bal. Only through practical use of the system can

we hope to assess its facilities.

Instructions for logging in to the system are enclosed. Our

recommendation is that you use the system briefly and then reouest the user
manual -hich gives further ,lidance.

Books in the

A secondary system allows the retrieval of books from the School
Library. Titles and chapter healings may be scarched for subjects on

which information is renuired.

For further details please refer to:- Mrs. Joan Stewart

extension 489 (G.P.O.).

Yours faithfully,

L. D. Higgins

ManngPr



USING VISUAL ')ISPLP if UNIT

FOR ATO!gC f-i.."0 MOLECULAR PT(SICS LBSTR,".CTS

T;21 %JOB, PUBL , ABED1 234-

pres s ESCAPE

MCS PASS' CORD?

e 8 spaces

Press r`,S CAPE

?ICS LOGIN LINE

Tzae %RuN , ICL A.BST , "TR

Press ESCAPE

FOR APPLIED .1"1H-.11ATICS AND PHYSICS BOOKS.

Lyle %JOB, PURL ABT1D1234.

Press i,oCLPE

HC S PAS SWORD?

Type. 8 spaces

Press ESCAPE

ICS LOGIN LINE

Tie %RUN, ICL, :'PB,RETR

Press ESCAPE

1'OR COMPUTER SC BOOKS

%JOB, PULL , /MEDI 234.

Press ESCAPE

MCS PAS STORD?

Tie 8 spaces

Press ES CITE

MCS LOGIN LINE

TYPg, PUN, ICI , CSCB, .07,TR

Press ESCAPE

U8er actions are given on the left 6.nd are underlined. "Press" refers
to depressing the "r.SC:XE" button after each instruction has been typed.

Tyke : $RESUM after a "MAY" message from MCS
Tie : MID JOB after "X" has been used to delete the program.



USING A TELETYPE

" OR ArT'ONIC AND NOLECTIL:R PHYSICS ABSTRACTS

Tap : '4JOB,PUBL,AB7D1234

Press ACCEPT

MCS : Pr.S SuORD?

Type : 8 spaces

Press ACCEPT

MCS : LOGIN LINE

Type 2UN, ICL ,ABST , TETR

Press ACCEPT

FOR APPLIED MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS :10)KS

Tme : nJOB,PUBL,ABED1234

Press ACCEPT

MCS : PLSS"ORD?

Ime : 8 spaces

Press ACCEPT

MCS : LOGIN LETE

ape : ,12RUN, ICL,LIPB,RETR

Press ACCEPT
maNIM

FOR COMPFT.ER SCIENCI BOOKS

Tat : CJOB, PUBL, ABED1234

Press ACCEPT

MCS PASSITORD?

Type : 8 spaces

Press ACCEPT

MCS : LOGIN LINE

Type : £R11N, ICL, CSCB, 117TR

Press ACCEPT

User actions are given on the left and are underlined. "Press" refers

to depressing the "ACCEPT" button after each instruction has been typed.

Tyr. : MESUTIE after a "BREAK" message from MCS

Tye : .TENDJOB after "X" has been used to delete the program.



To: Console representative

From: Computer Advisory Service

Please display the enclosed posters adjacent to your

Teletypewriter. They should he attached in sequence as

shovn below:-

IPERATING THE CONSOLE

THE COT SOLE

STArTIT1G

LOGGING IN

LOGGING OUT

CANULLING A MFSSACF

CONSOLE MESSAGES

STOPPING

FAULTS

Thank you,

lc*"

1

R. GPFGG

1/1c4(
Jan. 73.
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Appendix A8

Jahreskolloquium zur Rechentechnik

Dienstag, 29. Februar 1972

Technische Universitaet Braunschweig
Pockelsstrasse 4 (Hauptgebaeude) Hoersaal S4

Kurzfassungen der Vortraege

F. J. Smith: "R.I.O.T.: Retrieval of information On-line
by Telephone".

We have been building two on-line information systems here in

Belfast: one for the retrieval of references and the other

for the retrieval of numerical atomic data. They are designed

for retrieval via a computer terminal linked to our data bank

through the ordinary telephone network; so anyone who can

dial the Belfast exchange can connect with our system, and

through a sime'e question and answer form of conversation with

the system can, we hope, retrieve the information he needs.

Much emphasis has been placed in our work on the efficiency

of the software, as the main stumbling block to the develop-

ment of this kind of information service is the great cost.

By careful study of the techniques used we think we have

reduced these costs by a considerable factor.


